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As a result of the automation revolution, robots

are assuming ever more complex and demanding tasks.

Robot system control schemes for fast and precise robot

motion require utilization of the entirety of the robot

dynamic formulations and the ability to evaluate these

formulations in real-time. The dynamic formulations,

which take into account robot nonlinearities and dy-

namic coupling, are computationally intensive. They

are difficult to implement in real-time at high sam-

pling rates due to the time required to compute the dy-

namic formulations. Reducing the computation time for

practical implementation can be achieved by developing

a computing algorithm for the efficient evaluation of



the dynamic formulations and by designing a dedicated

computer architecture.

The proposed solution is a pipelined multiproces-

sor computer architecture and fast parallel algorithms

for real-time control. The multiprocessor system can

be utilized to concurrently perform pipelined parallel

computations, thereby substantially increasing con-

troller processing speed and CPU utilization.

Concurrent performance of pipelined parallel com-

putations is based on consideration of the sequential

dependencies of the dynamic formulations which are con-

ducive to pipelining, and decomposition of the dynamic

backward formulations for fast parallel computation.

The decomposition of the backward formulations is based

on computational simplification techniques.

The performance of the proposed algorithms, called

"PAFP," is evaluated through analytic error analysis

and experimental simulations, including motion simula-

tions. It is compared to other approaches to the prob-

lem proposed by, respectively, Bejczy and Binder.

Study results show that the errors introduced by decom-

position are relatively small and compare very favor-

ably to those obtained by other methods of computation

simplification. The proposed computer architecture and

the algorithms may be implemented with multiple low-

cost microprocessors. This will allow a practical im-



plementation of a highly parallel structure to achieve

real-time robot control with high sampling rates.
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PIPELINED MULTIPROCESSOR COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE AND

FAST PARALLEL ALGORITHMS FOR REAL-TIME ROBOT CONTROL

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Research Scope and Objectives

The application of robot systems in the industrial

world has increased dramatically during the past

decade. As a result of the automation revolution,

robots are assuming ever more complex and demanding

tasks. However, the potentials of robot systems are

presently under-realized due to current computational

power limitations. Real-time robot control presents a

great challenge to computer control systems. There-

fore, the purpose of this research has been the design

of a multiprocessor computer architecture associated

with computing algorithms which have sufficient comput-

ing speed to effect real-time robot control.

Real-time systems differ from general multi-user

systems in that absolute deadlines must be accommodated

at each sample time [SHIN 87]. Therefore, the speed

and reliability with which a robot can be controlled

are of primary importance.
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In general, high performance robot control re-

quires utilization of the entirety of the robot dynamic

equations and the ability to evaluate these equations

in real-time. These dynamic equations, which take into

account robot nonlinearities and dynamic coupling, are

computationally intensive and difficult to implement in

a real-time environment. Thus, a rapid and efficient

computer structure for these dynamic equations is re-

quired in order to achieve real-time control with high

sampling rates. The sampling rate directly affects

both the speed and accuracy of the system. Higher sam-

pling rates imply not only improved performance, they

allow for greater robot arm stiffness. This is desir-

able in order to reduce the effect of unpredictable ex-

ternal disturbances on trajectory tracking performance

[KANA 84, KHOS 87].

To increase computation speed, researchers have

simplified the robot dynamic model computations [BEJC

79, BEJC 81, BEJC 83, PAUL 84], customized the equa-

tions for specific manipulators [KANA 84, HOLL 84, KHOS

86, KHOS 88a], and improved the computational architec-

ture [LIN 83a, TURN 84, ORIN 84, LATH 85, KASA 85, NIGA

85, LEE 86b, WANA 86, BIND 86, ZHEN 86, LEUN 87, SHAN

88, KHOS 88b].

Simplification of dynamic model computations, when

deduced from numerical comparisons for specific robot

arms, is dependent on given speeds and motions and has



not been proven to be valid for fast conditions of mo-

tion. As a result, this method yields relatively large

computational errors. Customizing the equations for

specific manipulators requires a variety of robot arm

physical simplifications and thus is not valid for very

general use. To reduce the servo sampling period, most

computational architectures are specific to the tasks

necessary to control the robot arm. From a computa-

tional standpoint, computing the dynamic equations is

the most demanding task. Thus, practical implementa-

tion of the dynamic equations to achieve real-time high

sampling rates demands a more efficient computational

mechanism. This includes an appropriate algorithm to

utilize the resources of modern digital hardware.

Among two of the principal robot dynamic equa-

tions, the Lagrange-Euler and Newton-Euler dynamic

equations [BEJC 79, LUH 80], the Newton-Euler dynamic

equations are more efficient [HOLL 80]. The Newton-

Euler dynamic equations will therefore be used to build

a more efficient computational mechanism.

The Newton-Euler dynamic equations consist of a

computationally efficient set of compact forward and

backward recursive equations of motion, which are then

sequentially applied to the robot links. Computing al-

gorithms based on the Newton-Euler dynamic equations

reflect a serially recursive process and the sequential

dependencies of the dynamic equations are conducive to
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pipelining. Thus, a pipelined computing architecture

based on multiprocessors is a logical candidate for the

efficient computation of real-time controls. The par-

allelism of recursive equations allows for multiple

processing elements and their sequential nature serves

to complement this type of architecture.

The primary purpose of this research is to design

a pipelined multiprocessor computer architecture uti-

lizing fast parallel algorithms for real-time control.

The intent of this system is to provide concurrent

pipelined parallel computations utilizing all of the

processors, thereby allowing the practical implementa-

tion of a highly parallel structure to achieve real-

time high sampling rates.

Concurrent performance of pipelined parallel com-

putations is based on consideration of the sequential

dependencies of the dynamic equations, which are con-

ducive to pipelining, and decomposition of the dynamic

backward equations for fast parallel computation. The

decomposition of the backward equations is based on

computational simplification techniques for very gen-

eral case. These computation techniques have been

shown to offer greater accuracy than other approaches

discussed in the literature.

The second objective of this study has been the

development of a software system capable of enabling

computer simulation of the robot motion, a necessity
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for the evaluation of the robot motion algorithms.

Three criteria, including computation time, accuracy of

torques/forces calculations with open-loop simulation,

and the accuracy of path-trajectory tracking with

closed-loop simulation, have been established for eval-

uation of the performance of the proposed computing ar-

chitecture. For simulation purposes, the Stanford arm

[BEJC 79, PAUL 84] was used as a test vehicle since it

was currently in use in several other associated re-

search projects and its mechanical parameters were

readily availability.

1.2 Organization of the Study

Chapter 2 is a presentation of the mathematical

computations related to industrial robot controls, ac-

companied by discussion of the proposed algorithm,

which will be referred to as PAFP, Pipelined And Fast

Parallel Algorithm.

Chapter 3 is a discussion of related computer ar-

chitecture studies directed at industrial robot con-

trols. It also includes a discussion of the design re-

quirements of computer architecture for real-time in-

dustrial robot control systems.

In Chapter 4, a pipelined multiprocessor computing

architecture is developed for this system in which all

of the processors can be concurrently utilized to sub-

stantially increase controller processing speed.
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In Chapter 5, four possible decomposition schemes

for a pipelined computing architecture and three compu-

tational methods for each are considered in order to

determine the most efficient means of parallel computa-

tion. Then, an analysis of the most efficient decompo-

sition scheme for pipelined computing architecture,

including discussion of three computational methods and

an analysis of errors introduced into their algorithms,

is presented.

In Chapter 6, the experimental research and the

simulation results are presented.

In Chapter 7, conclusions drawn from this re-

search and suggested directions for future research are

offered.
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Chapter 2

Real-Time Industrial Robot Controls

2.1 Introduction

An industrial robot is a computer-controlled,

general-purpose mechanical manipulator consisting of

several rigid bodies, called links, connected in series

by revolute or prismatic joints. The most apparent ro-

bot control problem is to obtain dynamic models of the

robot arm which can be used to determine control laws

to achieve desired system response and performance.

In this chapter, the mathematical computations re-

lated to the dynamic modeling of industrial robots is

presented, accompanied by a proposed control algorithm.

This analysis is followed by discussions of trajectory

planning for obstacle-free arm motion. The real-time

control problems are also presented.

2.2 Industrial Robots

In this section, the mathematical computations re-

lated to industrial robots are discussed. A proposed

control algorithm is presented.
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2.2.1 Kinematics

Robot arm kinematics are geometric studies of

robot arm motion with respect to fixed-reference coor-

dinate systems. Motion is expressed as a function of

time without regard to the forces/moments causing the

motion. In this section, the robot arm kinematics used

to derive the dynamic arm motion and trajectory plan-

ning equations are discussed. An example of the

kinematics applied to the Stanford robot arm used in

motion simulations for this study is provided. The

Stanford robot arm was chosen for the motion simula-

tions in this study because of its use in several other

associated research projects and the ready availability

of its mechanical parameters.

2.2.1.1 Robot Arm Kinematics

For robot arm kinematics, vector and matrix alge-

bra are commonly utilized to develop a systematic and

generalized approach representing and describing robot

arm link locations with respect to a fixed-reference

system. Since the robot arm links may be rotated

and/or translated with respect to the reference coordi-

nate system, a body-attached coordinate system is often

established along the joint axis for each link. With

the body-attached coordinate system associated with

each link expressed in four geometric parameters, ei,

di, ai and ai, a homogeneous transformation matrix,



describing the geometric relationship between1-1 A,

two adjacent links in space, as shown in Figure 2.1,

can be expressed as follows [PAUL 84]:

c0- -ca-s0- saisOi aiceii-1 3.v0- ca-c0- -sa-c0. as0-Ai
I

fit -

0
Sai cai ai

0 0 0 1

(2.2-1)

9

where C01 E cos Oi, SOi E sin 01 ,

cai E cos ai, sai E sin ai ,

ai E the shortest distance between the zi_i axis

and the zi axis,

ai F. the angle between the zi_i axis and the zi

axis about the xi axis (using the right-hand

rule),

di E, the shortest distance between the xi_i axis

and the xi axis, and

01 F.- the joint angle from the xi_1 axis to the xi

axis about the zi_i axis (using the right-

hand rule).

The homogeneous transformation matrix, i-lAi, is

used as the basic tool to obtain the robot arm kinema-

tic equations.

2.2.1.2 Kinematics of the Stanford Robot Arm

The Stanford robot arm has seven links and six

joints in addition to a gripper [BEJC 74, BEJC 79, PAUL

84]. An example of applying the approach given in sec-

tion 2.2.1.1 to the Stanford robot arm is shown in Fig-

ure 2.2. Tables 2.1 and 2.2 include, respectively,
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the link coordinate parameters and link inertias for

the Stanford robot arm.

2.2.2 Robot Arm Dynamics

Robot arm dynamics are mathematical formulations

of robot arm equations of motion. They are used to de-

fine the "inverse problem" of determining the control

torques and forces that each joint motor must supply

for the robot arm to follow the desired trajectory.

This involves correct joint positions, velocities, and

accelerations. Two major formulations, discussed in

the following subsections, may be used to model the ro-

bot arm dynamics: Lagrange-Euler and Newton-Euler

dynamic equations.

2.2.2.1 Lagrange-Euler formulation

In the Lagrange-Euler approach [BEJC 74, LEWI 74,

BEJC 79, HOLL 80, BEJC 81, BEJC 83], the Lagrangian

formulation for nonconservative systems is used.

Through the use of the Lagrange-Euler equation and the

robot arm kinematic equations, the Lagrange-Euler dy-

namics equations for a robot arm with n-joints and

(n+1) links can be expressed as follows [BEJC 79]:

u- = Tr[UjkJi(Uji)f]ik
j=i k=1

+ R Tr[UjitmJi(Uji)/]am ak
j=i k=1 m=1

- E mig/Ujiri , for i= 1,2,...n (2.2-2)
j=i
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where Tr = trace operator,

()/ = transpose of 0,

ui = generalized input torque/force for joint i,

mj = mass of link j,

rj = a vector describing the center of mass of

link j with respect to the jth coordinate

system,

g/ = [0,0,9.8 m/s2], a gravitational acceleration

vector at sea level base,

Jj = inertia matrix for link j, and

Ujk, Ujkm. 4 x 4 matrix transforming the vectors and

matrices among the various joint coordinate

systems.

The computational complexity of the Lagrange-Euler

equations of motion (i.e., the multiplications and ad-

ditions required to compute Equation (2.2-2) for every

set point of the trajectory) is of the order, 0(n4).

J. M. Hollerbach [HOLL 80] has shown that for a six-

link robot arm the number of multiplications and addi-

tions are, respectively, 66,271 and 51,548. Assuming

the allocation of 2 milliseconds to calculate the equa-

tions for real-time control [KHOS 86], this corresponds

to approximately 59 million arithmetic operations per

second for the equations (assuming that multiplications

and additions take approximately an equal amount of

performance time, which is the case in many floating
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point systems). For example, J. Y. S. Luh, M. W. Walk-

er and R. P. Paul [LUH 80] have estimated that comput-

ing the torques for one nominal point in a robot arm

trajectory requires 7.9 seconds on a PDP 11/45. Ac-

cordingly, it was determined that for all practical

purposes it would not be possible to compute the real-

time torques/forces for the robot arm trajectories us-

ing the Lagrange-Euler dynamic formulation.

Several simplifications to improve the computa-

tional feasibility of Lagrange-Euler dynamics for the

robot dynamic equations of motion have been proposed

[BEJC 81, LUH 81, BEJC 83, PAUL 84]. However, these

solutions were deduced from numerical comparisons for

specific robot arms, are dependent on given speeds and

motions, and have not been proven to be valid for very

general and fast conditions of motion.

2.2.2.2 Newton-Euler formulation

An alternative method to obtain the dynamic equa-

tions of robot arm motion based on the Newton-Euler

equations has been proposed [ARMS 79, ORIN 79, LUH 80,

WALK 82]. This technique results in a set of forward

and backward recursive equations with multiple vector

cross-product terms. The forward recursion propagates

kinematic information for each link from the base

reference frame to the end-effector. The backward re-

cursion propagates the force exerted on each link from

the end-effector of the robot arm to the base reference



frame. From these forces, the required joint torques

(2.2-3)

may be computed

1) Forward

wi =

wi =

4, =

[LUH 80]:

equations (i=1,2,,n):

wi-1 zi-lai
if link i is rotational

wi-1
if link i is translational

wi-1 wi-1 X zi-lai
if link i is rotational

wi -1
if link i is translational

wi x pi + wi x [wi x + 4i-1
if link i is rotational

+ 4i_1 + Li x pi* + 2wi

x zi_lai + wi x [wi x
if link i is translational

13

(2.2-4)

(2.2-5)

where ai = joint velocity of joint i,

qi = joint acceleration of joint i,

wi = angular velocity vector of link i,

wi = angular acceleration vector of link i,

4i= linear acceleration vector of link i,

pi = origin of the coordinate system with respect

to (xi_i,yi_i,zi_i), and

= components of a vector about the joint axis.

2) Backward Equations (i= n,n -1,- ,1):

fi = fi+1 mi(Li x sci wi x [wi x sci]

+ 4i) , (2.2-6)

ni = ni+1 + pi x fi+i + (pi + sci) x (mi

[ti x sci + wi x [wi x sci] +

+ Iciwi + wi X , (2.2-7)
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ui

nTi zi_1 + biai
if link i

fT zi_1 + biii
if link i

is

is

rotational

translational

(2.2-8)

where mi = total mass of link i,

bi = the viscous damping coefficient for joint i,

fi = force exerted on link i by link (i-1) at the

(xi_i,yi_i,zi_i) coordinate system,

ni = moment exerted on link i by link (i-1) at

the (xi_i,yi_i,zi_i) coordinate system,

sci = center of mass of link i from the origin of

the (xi,yi,zi) coordinate system,

Ici = inertia matrix of link i about its center of

mass, referring to the (xi,yi,zi) coordinate

system,

ui = input torque/force for joint i, and

T = transpose of a vector.

The resulting dynamic equations, excluding the dy-

namics of the control device, backlash, and gear fric-

tion, are a set of forward and backward recursive equa-

tions. These equations can be sequentially applied to

the robot links, thereby avoiding the complicated cal-

culations of Lagrange-Euler system equations. The most

important result of this formulation is that the compu-

tation time for the generalized torques/forces is lin-

early proportional to the number of robot arm joints

and is independent of the robot arm configuration.
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Practical implementation of the Newton-Euler in-

verse dynamics formulation to achieve real-time samp-

ling rates (i.e., of a few milliseconds) demands an ef-

ficient algorithm utilizing the capabilities of modern

digital hardware. Methods proposed to reduce the com-

putation-time required for the Newton-Euler formulation

include customization of the equations for specific ro-

bot arms [KANA 84, HOLL 84, KHOS 85, KHOS 86, KHOS 88a]

and the use of a prediction-algorithm for parallel com-

putations [BIND 86].

In summary, the Lagrange-Euler dynamic equations

are computationally inefficient for use as real-time

controls unless the equations of motion can be simpli-

fied. Applying the Newton-Euler dynamic equations re-

sults in a more efficient equations of robot motion.

P.K. Khosla and S. Ramos [KHOS 88b] have also noted

that from the point of view of hardware, the Newton-

Euler dynamic equations may also be more efficiently

applied than the Lagrange-Euler dynamic equations.

2.3 Trajectory Planning

Trajectory planning interpolates or approximates

desired paths through application of a class of polyno-

mial functions. It generates a sequence of time-based

robot arm control set points from the initial location

to the destination of the arm [LIN 83b, CART 84, LEE

86a]. Trajectory planning accepts input variables
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which indicate the constraints of the path, outputting

a sequence of time-based intermediate robot arm config-

urations. These configurations are expressed either in

joint or cartesian coordinates, from the initial loca-

tion to the final location, and are used as joint vari-

ables for calculating the desired torques/forces that

each joint motor must supply in order to determine de-

sired robot arm trajectories.

Two major approaches, the joint interpolated ap-

proach and the Cartesian space approach, are used to

plan robot arm trajectories [CRAI 86]. The joint in-

terpolated approach plans the time-history of all joint

variables, along with their first two time derivatives,

to describe a desired robot arm motion [TAYL 79, LIN

83b]. Planning in the joint-variable space offers

three advantages:

1) the trajectory is planned directly in terms of

controlled variables during motion,

2) trajectory planning can be done in near real-

time, and

3) joint trajectories are easier to plan.

The disadvantage of this method is the difficulty in

determining the location of the various links and the

end-effector during motion.

For Cartesian space planning, the time-history of

the end-effector's position, velocity and acceleration
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are planned, and the corresponding joint positions, ve-

locities, and accelerations are derived from the end-

effector information [PAUL 79, LEE 84]. The Cartesian

space approach offers the advantage of straightforward

methodology. However, since at this time no sensor ex-

ists which is capable of measuring the end-effector in

Cartesian coordinates, Cartesian space-path planning

requires a transformation between the Cartesian joint

coordinate system and real-time application, a task

that is computationally intensive. Furthermore, the

transformation from the Cartesian coordinate system to

a joint coordinate system is not a process of one-to-

one mapping. Because of these disadvantages, the joint

space-oriented method is more commonly used.

2.4 Real-Time Robot Control

Industrial robot arm control problems may be ana-

lyzed as two coherent sets of subproblems: (1) trajec-

tory planning problems and (2) motion-control problems.

Trajectory planning has been described in section 2.3.

For motion-control problems, it is assumed that the de-

sired motion is specified by a time-based trajectory of

the robot arm in joint space. In general, the motion-

control problem is to determine those control laws ca-

pable of achieving desirable system responses and per-

formance.
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Most current industrial approaches to industrial

robot control system design treat each joint of the

robot as a simple joint servomechanism. This approach

models the varying dynamics of a robot arm inadequately

since the motion and configuration of the entire arm

mechanism are neglected. Changes in the parameters of

the controlled system may be significant enough to

render conventional feedback control strategies inef-

fective, resulting in reduced servo response speed and

damping response, which limit the precision and speed

of the end-effector. As a result, robot arms control-

led in this manner may move with noticeable vibrations

at high speeds.

One solution for this problem has been the use of

real-time digital controls in which the applied robot

arm torques are computationally derived from the com-

plete dynamic model of the robot arm, called the model-

based control law. For example, the computed torque

method is a model-based control method which utilizes

dynamic modeling of the feedforward path [LEE 82a, ORIN

84, AN 87, KHOS 88a]. This feedforward signal is aug-

mented with a feedback signal derived from a linearly

independent joint-controller, used to correct small de-

viations in trajectory tracking. The underlying con-

cept is that the feedforward torques/forces provide

gross signals and the independent joint-controllers
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provide the correcting control signals for the rejec-

tion of unknown external disturbances.

This method is difficult to implement because for

every sampling period, the dynamic equations of motion

for the robot arm must be solved for every variable,

including unknown loads, in order to determine appro-

priate torques/forces for each robot arm joint. This

is the "inverse dynamics" problem [ORIN 84], which is

the single greatest problem in achieving robot control.

For most systems, model-based control laws require that

the inverse dynamics be computed at real-time sampling

intervals of a few milliseconds [KHOS 86, KHOS 88b].

This period is difficult to achieve due to the large

number of vector and matrix operations assoiated with

the inverse dynamics. Thus, for real-time robot con-

trols, a method to quickly and efficiently evaluate the

inverse dynamics is required. Increasing the sampling

rate by reducing the computation time is of value since

the real-time control sampling rate directly affects

both the speed and accuracy of the system. A higher

sampling rate implies not just improved performance, it

would allow for greater robot arm stiffness. This is

desirable to reduce the effect of unpredictable exter-

nal disturbances on trajectory tracking performance

[KANA 84, KHOS 87, KHOS 88a].
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Fig. 2.1 Link Coordinate Systems and
Link Parameters [PAUL 84].



Figure 2.2 Stanford Robot Arm [modified BEJC 79].
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Table 2.1 Stanford Robot Arm Link Coordinate
Parameters.

® d ai
Joint [deg] [m1] [deg] rth

1 01(t) 0 -90 0

2 02(t) 0.154 90 0

3 0 d3(t) 0 0

4 04(t) 0 -90 0

5 05(t) 0 90 0

6 06(t) 0 0 0
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Table 2.2 Link Inertias for the Stanford Robot
Arm [PAUL 84].

Link
Mass
(kg)

2mkXX
(kgm2)

2mkyy
(kgm2)

mkzz
(kgm2)

1 9.29 0.276 0.255 0.071

2 5.01 0.108 0.018 0.100

3 4.25 2.510 2.510 0.006

4 1.08 0.002 0.001 0.001

5 0.63 0.003 0.003 0.0004

6 0.51 0.013 0.013 0.0003
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Chapter 3

Computer Architecture for

Industrial Robot Control

3.1 Introduction

Computer architecture for the control systems of

industrial robots is reviewed in this chapter. A basic

review of the architecture of industrial robot control

and a discussion of some of the considerations involved

in real-time industrial robot control are also in-

cluded.

3.2 Computer Architecture of Industrial Robots

A basic approach to the design of industrial robot

control systems has been to treat each robot joint as a

simple servomechanism since present state-of-the-art

robotic systems lack the computational power required

for the real-time evaluation of complex control algor-

ithms. In order to describe the control architecture

of current industrial robots, the control architecture

of a typical industrial robot, the PUMA 560 series, is

described in this section.
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Control structures of the PUMA 560 series, as

shown in Figure 3.1, are hierarchically arranged and at

the system hierarchy high level the host computer per-

forms two main major functions [LEE 82b3:

1) On-line user interaction from the user's com-

mands; and

(2) Subtask coordination to carry out the command,

performed with six microprocessors.

Joint controllers for the direct control of each axis

of motion, each with an integrated microprocessor, are

at the low level of the system hierarchy. The main

functions of the microprocessors include the following:

(1) Every 28 milliseconds, receive and acknowledge

trajectory set points from the system computer

and perform interpolation between the desired

joint value and the joint value.

(2) Approximately every 1 millisecond, read the in-

cremental values from the encoder mounted at

each axis of rotation.

(3) Update the error between the joint-interpolated

set points and the actual values and convert

the error actuating signals to voltages using

the DACs, sending the voltages to the analog

servo board which moves the joint.

Basically, the control scheme in Figure 3.1 is a

position plus derivative control method. One of main

drawbacks of this control scheme is that the servomech-
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anism approach used to model the varying dynamics of a

robot arm is inadequate since the motion configuration

of the whole arm mechanism is neglected. As a result,

the robot arm moves at high speeds only with noticeable

vibration [LEE 82b].

One possible solution for this problem is the use

of a real-time control system in which the robot arm

applied torques are obtained by a computer based on

complete dynamic modeling of the arm, called model-

based control laws. As discussed in Chapter 2, the

principal problem in the use of this technique is the

excessive computation time required for the formulation

of dynamic equations. Consequently, the computing

structure must be improved in order to achieve rapid

and efficient evaluation of the dynamic equations in

real-time.

3.2.1 Special-Purpose Single Computer System

A number of efforts have been undertaken to re-

lieve the host computer of some of the computational

burden associated with industrial robot control. One

option has been to use the host computer as a supervi-

sory machine, incorporated with an attached special-

purpose processor for performance of the bulk of the

numerically intensive control algorithm computations

[TURN 81, LEE 82b, LING 88]. The host computer per-

forms trajectory planning, coordinate system transfor-
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mations, and processes coordination with other robots.

The special-purpose processor is a single-chip proces-

sor performing all of the vector and matrix operations

required by the robotic control algorithm, thus reliev-

ing the host computer from a number of computation

tasks. In practice, however, the quantity of data

transferred back and forth between the attached pro-

cessor and the host computer is often so great that an

"I/O bottleneck" is created at the interface between

the two, thereby diminishing a potentially substantial

speed increase.

3.2.2 Special-Purpose Parallel Computer System

Another design approach has been the use of

special-purpose computers with a parallel computing

structure, based on a suitable algorithm, for the sol-

ution of specific problems. Parallel computers can be

divided into three architectural configurations [HWAN

84]: the pipelined computer, Array Processors and

multiprocessor systems.

Pipelined computers use the same hardware to per-

form overlapped computations, exploiting temporal par-

allelism. Array processors execute the same instruc-

tions on an array of processors used to achieve spatial

parallelism. Multiprocessor systems achieve asyn-

chronous parallelism through a set of interactive pro-

cessors with shared resources. However, these three
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structures are not mutually exclusive and may be used

jointly to achieve a higher degree of multiplicity.

Pipelining is employed in almost all computer ar-

chitectures because of its low hardware overhead and

its ability to speed up the overall computation

throughput by increasing the utilization of hardware

resources [KOGG 81]. Pipelining may be exploited at

various levels, ranging from pipelining within an

arithmetic unit to the pipelining of multiple proces-

sors. D. E. Orin has proposed a processor pipelining

scheme in which the data stream is processed by a cas-

cade of processors [ORIN 84]. By executing some tasks

concurrently on several processors, Orin has been able

to reduce the total time of the overall problem of ro-

bot control by nearly one-third. However, with this

system the inverse dynamics task was active for one-

half the total real-time of execution. Reducing compu-

tation time for the inverse dynamics task has been

identified as the only way to further increase through-

put.

In order to reduce the inverse dynamics computa-

tion time, Nigam and Lee have proposed a multiprocessor

architecture based on the functional decomposition of

the robot arm equations of motion [NIGA 85]. The

Newton-Euler formulation for inverse dynamics has been

considered for this task. The recursive nature of the

Newton-Euler equations of motion lend themselves to
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decomposition in the terms used to generate the recur-

sive forward and backward equations. The architecture

is then tuned to the functional flow of the decomposed

recursive Newton-Euler equation.

Array processors are very effective for certain

regularly structured computational tasks, such as vec-

tor operations for the inertia matrix, as shown in Fig-

ure 3.2 [AMIN 87], and for the Jacobian [ORIN 87]. The

linear speedup of array processors makes them most at-

tractive [WAH 87]. However, their hardware require-

ments are linearly related to the amount of concurrency

exploited. Furthermore, array processor performance is

frequently dependent upon the performance of the com-

munication structure used, which in turn is dependent

upon the computational tasks executed with the proces-

sors. The lack of flexibility of array processors se-

verely limits the number of applications for which they

may be used.

Multiprocessor systems are good candidates as re-

liable and flexible system controllers [OZGU 85, CHEN

86]. Luh and Lin proposed a multiprocessor-based ar-

chitecture for the execution of the inverse plant dy-

namic equations, using Newton-Euler dynamic equations

divided into 18 subtasks for parallel processing [LUH

82]. In this architecture, a scheduling algorithm was

proposed for the reduction of computation time. The
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result, based on the use of 6 processors, was a reduc-

tion by a factor of 2.6 for the Stanford robot arm.

Kasahara and Narita proposed a different algorithm

for the same purpose [KASA 85]. The system utilized

off-the-shelf Intel 8086 16-bit microprocessors and

8087 coprocessors that jointly served as parallel pro-

cessors. A total of seven processors (denoted OP), to-

gether with a common memory (CM), are connected to a

common bus to form a typical multiprocessor system, as

shown in Figure 3.3. However, in both of the multipro-

cessor systems, the important problem of interprocessor

communication time and the pipelined nature of the

Newton-Euler dynamic equations were ignored.

There are two basic architectural models for mul-

tiprocessor systems: (1) tightly coupled multiproces-

sors, in which all the processors communicate through

shared main memory, and (2) loosely coupled multipro-

cessors, in which each processor has its own local mem-

ory and I/O channels. The distributed multiprocessor

system is a special instance of the loosely coupled

multiprocessor system.

A distributed multiprocessing system, proposed by

Binder and Herzog as a means to reduce robot controller

computation time, is a collection of nearly autonomous

processing nodes that communicate to realize a coherent

computing system [BIND 86]. They distributed the con-

trol law over multiple computers, one for each joint.
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Each computer calculated its own dynamic equations for

its joint torque and then serially controlled its own

joint, which was directly connected to the computer.

This serial control scheme with its distributed comput-

ing architecture calls for lengthy sampling periods

since the computer also performs as the servo-

controller for its own joint.

3.3 Real-Time Industrial Robot Control Architecture

Real-time systems are different from general

multi-user systems since an absolute deadline must be

dealt with at each sample time. Therefore, speed and

reliability are generally of primary importance [SHIN

87, STAN 88]. Usually, in a real-time system such as a

robot, a large number of vector and matrix operations

must be computed with time limits of just a few milli-

seconds.

Most of the reviewed architectural implementations

were specific to the control algorithm used, resulting

in increased performance. Thus, the most attractive

way of achieving significant industrial robot control

real-time performance gains would appear to be through

consideration of more efficient dynamic modeling and

through the use dedicated computer architecture design

incorporating both parallelism and special purpose

hardware.
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Chapter 4

Pipelined Multiprocessor Computer Architecture

for Real-Time Robot Control

4.1 Introduction

Robot manipulators are highly nonlinear systems,

and their motion control laws involve computation of

the appropriate torques/forces to servo each of the

joints of the robot manipulator in order to track de-

sired trajectories. These computations are based on

dynamic equations for the robot manipulator and on

feedback information describing actual motions.

The dynamic equations are computationally inten-

sive and generally considered the principal challenge

in the achievement of robot control. Because of this

computational burden, the current generation of indus-

trial robots do not consider robot dynamics, particu-

larly the interaction forces among all the various

joints. The result is that these systems offer limited

performance.

Improved performance advanced control laws based

on dynamic formulations have been developed for the

computation of torques/forces to servo the robot
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joints, but improved robot performance has not been

achieved with respect to real-time controls. To obtain

real-time dynamic controls, the robot system must pro-

vide sufficient computational speed for the dynamic

equations since absolute deadlines must be met at each

sampling time. For most systems, control laws require

computation of the dynamic equations at real-time samp-

ling periods of a few milliseconds [KHOS 86, KHOS 88b].

This is difficult to achieve since there are a large

number of vector and matrix operations associated with

the computation of dynamic equations. Thus, a fast and

efficient evaluation of the dynamic equations and a

dedicated computer architecture design for the algor-

ithm are required in order to achieve real-time high

sampling rates.

Several approaches have been proposed to reduce

dynamics equation computation time, including simplifi-

cation of dynamic model computations [BEJC 79, BEJC 81,

BEJC 83, PAUL 84], customization of the dynamic equa-

tions for specific manipulators [KANA 84, HOLL 84, KHOS

86, KHOS 88a], and improvement of computing architec-

ture [ORIN 84, KASA 85, NIGA 85, WANA 86, BIND 86, KHOS

88b]. In this chapter, a Pipelined Multiprocessor Ro-

bot Control architecture (denoted PMRC) is presented as

a system for robot control. In addition, a computa-

tional method, using a pipelined and parallel algorithm

based on decomposition of the Newton-Euler dynamic
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equations, is included. This approach obtains suffici-

ent improvement of computation time to achieve real-

time control with high sampling rates.

4.2 Dynamics and Robot Arm Control

There are two principal formulations which can be

used to model robot dynamics: the Lagrangian-Euler

dynamic formulation [BEJC 79, BEJC 83] and the Newton-

Euler dynamic formulation [LUH 80, WALK 82]. The

Lagrangian-Euler dynamic formulation may be used to

generate a set of closed form differential equations

describing motions. However, this method is computa-

tionally inefficient, based upon an order, 0(n4), where

n is the number of degrees of freedom of the robot arm.

The Newton-Euler dynamic equation of robot arm mo-

tion may be used to obtain a computationally efficient

set of compact forward and backward recursive equations

of motion, which are then sequentially applied to the

robot links. The forward recursion propagates kinema-

tic information from the base coordinate frame to the

hand coordinate frame. The backward recursion propa-

gates the force and moments exerted on each link from

the end-effector of the robot arm to the base reference

frame. To compute the joint torques/forces, the

Newton-Euler dynamic equation of motion has the order,

0(n).
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The control problem of this dynamic equation is to

determine the appropriate torques/forces which can be

used to servo all the robot arm joints in real-time in

order to track desired position trajectories. Several

advanced control laws based on these equations, includ-

ing a model-based control scheme for the robot arm,

have been used to demonstrate the improved joint con-

trol performance [LEE 84, DESI 87, KHOS 88a]. The

basic concept underlying the control laws is a feedfor-

ward control method utilizing dynamic modeling in the

feedforward path. This feedforward component computes

gross joint torques/forces along desired trajectories

while compensating for robot nonlinear dynamics and dy-

namic coupling. The feedforward torques/forces signal

is then augmented with a feedback signal derived from

the linear independent joint controller, which can be

assumed to correct for small deviations due to unknown

external disturbances in trajectory tracking.

Controlling the robot manipulator reduces to com-

puting control laws for every sampling period and robot

system performance is directly influenced by the compu-

tational speed of the control laws. The higher the

computation rate, the less sensitive the robot control

system is to external disturbances. Thus, higher com-

putation speeds make the system more robust with re-

spect to the effect of unknown external disturbances on

trajectory tracking performance [KANA 84, KHOS 87].
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4.3 Computational Simplification Schemes

The inefficiency of control laws based on the com-

plete Lagrangian-Euler dynamic formulations of motion

prohibits their use in this instance. Simplified ap-

proximation models, based on a significance analysis of

the terms, are more commonly used for the control of

robot arms [BEJC 79, BEJC 81]. Paul [PAUL 84] used the

same method, but also suggested some of the link coup-

ling terms. Specifically, the simplified method pre-

sented by Bejczy and improved by Paul has been chosen

for comparison with the performance of the algorithm

proposed in this chapter.

Another and more efficient approach is to compute

the inverse dynamics, using the Newton-Euler dynamic

formulations of motion. Due to their relatively low

computation requirements and their pipelined recursive

structure, the Newton-Euler dynamic formulations are

good candidates for implementation. However, practical

implementation of the Newton-Euler inverse dynamic for-

mulations to achieve real-time sampling rates (of a few

milliseconds) demands an efficient algorithm utilizing

the capabilities of modern digital hardware [KANA 84,

KHOS 88a].

Some of the methods proposed to reduce computation

time for the Newton-Euler dynamic formulations include
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customization of the equations for specific robot arms

[KANA 84, HOLL 84, KHOS 86, KHOS 88a] and use of a pre-

diction algorithm for distributed computation [BIND

86]. Customization of the equations requires a variety

of robot arm physical simplifications and thus is not

valid for general use.

Binder [BIND 86] distributed the dynamic equations

over multiple computers, one for each joint. In order

to calculate the dynamic equations, he first divided

every sampling interval, T, into 2n subintervals, T(1),

T(2),... and T(2n), where n is the total number of ro-

bot arm joints. Then, one time slot was allocated to

each step in the forward and reverse process. During

the first n time slots, each computer, n, serially cal-

culated its forward equations at each time slot. Then,

during next n time slot, T(n+1), T(n+2),... and T(2n),

the backward equations calculations were initiated from

computer n, proceeding in reverse order to computer 1.

In order to reduce the computation time required for

the serial calculation method, Binder caused each com-

puter to calculate its own dynamic equations for its

joint torque while controlling the joint, which was

directly connected to the computer. Computation of the

dynamic equations for each joint was achieved by sub-

stituting predicted values, based on the values calcu-

lated during previous sampling intervals, for the ac-

tual values of all the forward and backward equation
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variables. Based on this algorithm, computation time

for the dynamic equations was reduced. However, the

approach did not properly take into account the sequen-

tial dependencies of the dynamic equations. As a re-

sult, Binder's algorithm yielded errors in the calcu-

lation of the dynamic equations. Another problem was

that the control scheme with this distributed computing

architecture called for lengthy sampling periods since

the computer also performed as a servo-controller for

its own joint.

4.4 System Level Architecture Based on Multiprocessors

The Newton-Euler dynamic equation is a sequenti-

ally recursive process. The sequential process, which

is also associated with one of the robot's joints, al-

lows for multiple processing elements, while the se-

quential nature of the equations lends itself to a

pipelined architecture. Therefore, a pipelined comput-

ing architecture based on multiprocessors is a logical

candidate for the efficient computation of real-time

controls.

One possible control system, shown in Figure 4.1,

consists of three integral components: a system super-

visor computer, a pipelined n-processor array, and mi-

croprocessor-based individual joint servo-controllers.

The supervisor computer, capable of accommodating any

user interface, controls the pipelined n-processor
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array and the microprocessor-based joint controllers

and shares a common memory segment with the micropro-

cessor-based servo-controllers. Communications are es-

tablished by reading/writing data to and from this com-

mon memory segment. In turn, the pipelined n-processor

array calculates the desired torques/forces, passing

results to the supervisor computer through one of the

output ports. As illustrated in the pipeline algor-

ithm shown in Figure 4.1, one processor is assigned to

each stage of the pipeline and each processor i per-

forms the computations associated with a particular

link i.

For every sampling period in this system, the su-

pervisor computer reads the joint positions and veloci-

ties from the shared memory and transfers the necessary

parameters, including desired positions, velocities,

and robot arm accelerations, to the n-processor array,

receiving the results, which include the torques/forces

of the joint actuators, from the processor array. All

of the necessary data transferred between any two adja-

cent processors are also indicated in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.2 shows the computation timing for the

various processors. Each processor calculates its own

joint variables, passing the computed results needed

for performance of the recursive calculations associ-

ated with the Newton-Euler formulation to the adjacent

processors. The joint torque ui for a rotational joint
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is just the component of the moment vector about the

joint axis. On the basis of the timing chart provided

in this figure, an initiation rate of 15(time unit)-1

and a CPU utilization rate of approximately 33.3 per-

cent are achieved.

4.5 Pipeline/Fast Parallel Algorithms

4.5.1 Fast Parallel Computations Based on the

Decomposed Newton-Euler Formulation

In the architecture described in the previous sec-

tion, following calculation of the forward equations,

processor i remains idle until processor 1+1 is ready

to transmit the values of the backward variables of

link 1+1. As a result, the initiation rate and CPU

utilization are decreased.

For a real-time control system, the sampling rate

is directly influenced by the initiation rate of the

pipelined computing architecture. In order to increase

the initiation rate and CPU utilization, it is neces-

sary for processor i to calculate its backward equa-

tions without idle periods following calculation of its

forward equations. In the current sampling period, if

processor i can obtain the backward variables,

1+1fil_1(t) and i+1n1+1(t), of link i+1 without waiting

for those values from processor 1+1, then following

calculation of its forward variable, 41(t), processor
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i can calculate the backward variables, ifi(t) and

i n-(t) without idle periods, as shown in Figure 4.3.

Inthiscase,theforwardvariables,i(d.(-0,j:).(t) and

4i(t), are exactly calculated and pipelined to the ad-

jacent processor 1+1.

If each processor is able to calculate its back-

ward equations as shown in Figure 4.3, the processor

array may be used to concurrently perform pipelined

parallel computations, thereby greatly increasing con-

troller processing speed and CPU utilization.

The problem which remains is how to properly cal-

culate the backward variables,i+lfil4(t) and/or

i +lni
+i(t). Two simple decomposition schemes for the

provision of acceptable backward variable values are

(1) to use the immediately previous calculated value of

the backward variable and (2) to consider the rate

change of the previous values in addition to the method

specified in (1). The second method may provide for

better accuracy, but at the same time it requires a few

more vector operations than the first method for deter-

mination of each backward variable .

In this study, the first method, the Pipelined And

Fast Parallel algorithm (PAFP), has been used since it

does not require extra mathematical computations for

calculation of backward variables,i+1 fi+1 (t) and/or

1+1ni+1(t), at the current sampling period. The under-

lying concept for this method is that over short
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sampling periods of a few milliseconds, errors in cal-

culation of the backward variables will be very small

since the value of the recursive backward variables

will have changed very little. Moreover, since the

backward variables use the exact values of their for-

ward variables, the effect on calculating the backward

variables of link i, ifi(t) and/or ini(t), due to the

difference in i+lfi+i(t) and/or i+1ni+1(t) between

successive sampling intervals, will be relatively

small.

From the viewpoint of system control, if the

torque values used for the feedforward gross signal are

correct, with feedback signals used for correction of

small deviations due to unknown external disturbances,

including very small torque errors introduced into the

algorithm, in trajectory tracking, then the PAFP can be

used for the practical implementation of real-time con-

trols with high sampling rates. To test the algorithm,

a series of simulations have been undertaken to demon-

strate performance (see section 4.6).

4.5.2 Pipelined/Fast Parallel Computing

Architecture for Real-Time Control

A simple means of implementing the PAFP is to

place a buffer between any two adjacent processors, as

shown in Figure 4.4. The role of the buffer is to

store the values of only the backward variables,
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i+lfil_1(t) and i+lnii_1(t), of the link i+1, calculated

for the immediately previous sampling period, and to

provide these values to an adjacent processor i for

calculation of the backward equations of link i at the

current sampling period. Intercommunication between

the adjacent processors in the architecture described

in Figure 4.1 may be controlled by utilization of pre-

cisely synchronized microprograms. Thus, since the

time to transmit or receive data can be known, it is

possible to use the buffers to provide the data to the

adjacent processor i for calculation of the backward

equations of link i.

Using this approach, the processor i calculates

its torque/force without idle periods following calcu-

lation of its forward equations. The results, shown in

Figure 4.3, are an initiation rate of 5(time unit)-1

and approximately 100 percent CPU utilization. There-

fore, the improvement in computational speed and CPU

utilization for the PMRC is of the order of three times

greater than that achieved in previously utilized ar-

chitecture.

4.6 Experimental Design

In order to evaluate the performance of the PAFP

in this chapter, two criteria, (1) accuracy of torque/

force calculations with open loop simulation and (2)

accuracy of path trajectory tracking with closed loop
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simulation, were selected. In general, there are two

principal approaches to system performance evaluation:

the analytical approach and the simulation approach. A

precise analytic analysis of the two criteria for the

PAFP would be very complicated for reasons of calcula-

tion complexity, the number of computations involved,

and time variances in the nonlinear dynamic equations.

Therefore, a series of simulations have been used for

the evaluation of the PAFP.

For simulation purposes, the Stanford robot arm

described in Chapter 2 was used as a test vehicle be-

cause of the availability of its mechanical parameter

specifications and since it was currently in use in

several other associated research projects.

Experimental simulations involved evaluation of

the torques/forces generated with the PAFP for differ-

ent robot arm trajectories, each of which represented a

different motion condition. A number of trajectories

were used for evaluation of the accuracy of the algor-

ithm. In this section, the results of one represen-

tative trajectory is presented. However, the results

were similar to those obtained for other trajectories.

The representative trajectory of the end effector

is a straight line path, parallel to the Cartesian

Y-axis of the base coordinate system and divided into

three segments. In the first segment, each joint was

accelerated from rest to a constant velocity, maintain-
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ing this velocity through the second segment. In the

third segment the joints were decelerated to a rest

condition. For smooth movements, a separate interpola-

tion at every segment was performed in the joint coor-

dinates and a fifth order polynomial was used to inter-

polate between the given points within the boundary

conditions. Figure 4.5 shows plots for the six joint

trajectories that satisfied the given constraints.

For further performance evaluation of the PAFP,

constraints on the total time allowed to complete a

movement were given. By changing the total time re-

quired for completion of identical trajectories, the

effect of different accelerations and velocities on the

accuracy of the PAFP could be observed. The total

elapsed time constraints were 6[s], 2[s] and i[s] for,

respectively, slow movement, fast movement, and very

fast movement.

Within these constraints, the torques/forces were

computed for each case, based upon a five-millisecond

sampling period, and then compared, using four differ-

ent methods of computation: exact computations, Be-

jczy's algorithm, Binder's algorithm and the PAFP. The

exact computation, based on the full Newton-Euler dy-

namics equation, was taken as a reference for compari-

son with the other three methods. The relative torque

errors along the trajectory were then calculated by di-

viding the torque error by the full scale torque or
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force, in turn calculated as the difference between the

maximum torque/force and the minimum torque/force for

every plot.

The experimental results will be found in Chapter

6.
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Chapter 5

Parallel Computations and Error Analysis

of Simplified Decomposition Techniques

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, four possible decomposition

schemes for Newton-Euler dynamic formulations are con-

sidered in order to find the most efficient means of

parallel computation for pipelined computing architec-

ture. In addition, three computation methods for each

of the decomposition schemes are also considered. Fi-

nally, the most efficient approaches to fast parallel

computation of the dynamic formulations suitable for

the pipelined computing architecture are presented. A

discussion of the main principles underlying each meth-

od is included, with an analysis of errors introduced

into the algorithms in each instance.

5.2 Parallel Computation Decomposition Schemes

Multiprocessor architecture design approaches for

the computation of the recursive Newton-Euler dynamic

formulations may differ on the means to split the dy-

namic formulations for pipelined computation. The
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Newton-Euler dynamic formulations consist of a set of

recursive forward and recursive backward equations of

motion. Thus, as shown in Figure 5.1, it is possible

to consider four decomposition schemes for pipelined

computations.

The Newton-Euler robot dynamic equations reflect a

serially recursive process. The sequential dependen-

cies of the dynamic equations are conducive to pipelin-

ing. Thus, a pipelined computing architecture based on

multiprocessors is a logical candidate for the effici-

ent computation of real-time controls.

The proposal in Case 1 (Figure 5.2) involves the

assignment of individual processors to n joints of the

robot arm. Each processor i performs all of the compu-

tations associated with a particular link i, calculat-

ing its own joint variables and passing the computed

partial results required for the performance of the re-

cursive calculations associated with the Newton-Euler

dynamic formulations to the adjacent processors. In

Figure 5.1, the calculation of joint torque, ui, is not

included because, for example, the joint torque for a

rotational joint is just the component of the moment

vector about the joint axis. On the basis of the tim-

ing chart provided in Figure 5.2, the system perform-

ance results were an initiation rate of 15 (time

unit)-1 with approximately 33.3 percent CPU utiliza-

tion.
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Cases 2, 3, and 4 of the decomposition schemes are

discussed in the following section.

5.3 Fast Parallel Computations With Computational

Simplification Techniques

5.3.1 Fast Parallel Computations

In the computing architecture described in the

previous section, following calculation of the forward

equations, the processor i remains idle until the pro-

cessor 1+1 is ready to transmit the backward variable

values of the link 1+1. As a result, the initiation

rate and CPU utilization are decreased.

For real-time control systems, the sampling rate

is directly influenced by the initiation rate of the

pipelined computing architecture. In order to increase

the initiation rate, the processor i must calculate its

backward equations without an idle period following the

calculation of its forward equations. In order to im-

plement this concept, Cases 2, 3, and 4 are considered

(Figure 5.1).

For Case 2, if the processor i is able to obtain

the backward variables, il-lfii_1(t) and il-1ni+1(t), of

the link 1+1 without waiting for those values from the

processor i+1 in the current sampling period, then the

processor i will be able to calculate the backward

variables, ifi(t) and ini(t), without idle periods

following calculation of the forward variable,
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14i(t). If each processor is able to calculate its

backward equations as so described, the pipelined pro-

cessors may be used to concurrently perform pipelined

parallel computations, thereby greatly increasing con-

troller processing speed and CPU utilization. The al-

gorithm described above is called the Pipelined and

Fast Parallel Algorithm (PAFP).

The remaining problem is how to properly calculate

the backward variables, 11-1fii4(t) and/or i+lnii_1(t),

for Case 2 at the current sampling period. A computa-

tionally simple way for the provision of acceptable

backward variables is to use the immediately previously

calculated values of the backward variables. The un-

derlying concept for this approach, PAFP1, is as fol-

lows.

For each link i, the results of calculating the

terms in the dynamic equation at time t and time t+T,

where T is a sampling interval, are slightly different.

This difference, relatively short periods of only a few

milliseconds, is due to changes in the position, velo-

city, and/or acceleration between points. The recur-

sive backward variables, ifi(t) and ini(t), of the link

i are not only a function of the forward variables of

the link i, they are also a function of the recursive

backward variables, 14-1fi+1(t) and i+lni_i_1(t), of the

link 1+1. Therefore, over short sampling periods of a
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few milliseconds, errors in calculating the backward

variables may be relatively very small since the value

of the recursive backward variables will have changed

very little. Moreover, since the backward variables of

the link use the exact values of its forward variables,

the effect on calculating the backward variables of

link i, ifi(t), and/or ini(t), due to the difference in

il-ifi+1(t) and/or i+lni+1(t) between successive samp-

ling intervals, can be expected to be very small.

In the PAFP1, expected errors in the torque calcu-

lations of the link i resulted from the difference in

the backward variable values of the links 1+1,

i+lfii_1(t), and/or between the adjacent

sampling intervals, which may include the rate of

change of the values. Thus, it is a logical progres-

sion to consider the rate of change of the previous

values to complement PAFP1, called PAFP2. In this

manner, a greater degree of accuracy may be obtained

than with the singular application of only the first

method. One possible disadvantage of PAFP2 is that it

requires more vector calculations for the backward

variables of link 1+1, i+lfi4.1(t), and/or i+1ni_i_1(t)

than PAFP1. For the above cases, the forward vari-

ables, iwi(t),i(Ii(t), and i4i(t), are exactly calcula-

ted for the backward variables, ifi(t) and ini(t), and

pipelined to the adjacent link 1+1, as shown in Case 2

(Figure 5.2).
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For a third computation method, the entire history

of the backward variable values of the link i+1 were

considered in order to calculate the approximated

values of the backward variables, i+1fi4.1(t) and

i+1ni+1(t), of the link 1+1 for the backward variables

of the link i. The history of the backward variables

was used to develop a stochastic model which was used

for forecasting the approximated values of the backward

variables. Additional computation was required to cal-

culate parameters for the model and then to calculate

the approximate values of the backward variables.

However, the results of torque calculations from this

method were not as good as the results of the previous

two methods because the provided values of the backward

variables reflected larger errors than those obtained

by other methods. Moreover, this method could also re-

quire maintenance of a larger memory capacity for the

momentary storage of the entire history of the backward

variable values of the link 1+1 in order to calculate

the backward equations of the link, i. Therefore, the

third computation method will not be given further con-

sideration in this discussion.

The question which remains is the degree to which

errors in the torques/forces calculations are

introduced through use of the techniques described in

this section. This issue is discussed in section 5.4.
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Case 3 may use a method similar to that described

for Case 2 since the recursive forward variables of the

link i are also a function of the forward variables of

the link i-1. Thus, in order to calculate the backward

equations of the link i-1 without an idle period, fol-

lowing the calculation of its forward equations, the

recursive forward equations are decomposed by applica-

tion of the principle of previous computation methods.

In this case, the forward variables of link i-1 use the

immediately previous calculated values of the forward

variables. As a result, the processor i was able to

calculate the backward variables without an idle period

following calculation of the forward variables. How-

ever, in this case the backward variables ifi(t) and

ini(t) were calculated by using the values of the de-

composed forward variables and were pipelined for the

backward variables of the adjacent link i-1. The

torque computation time was close to that in Case 2,

but as shown in Table 5.1, the torque errors of fast

motion introduced into Case 3 using the above computa-

tion method were noticeably larger than the errors in

Case 2, particularly for the last three links, where

the torque errors in Case 2 were calculated from PAFP1.

Table 5.1 shows only the results of two represen-

tative trajectories, Traj 1 and Traj 2. However, the

results presented for these trajectories were similar

to those obtained for others. In comparing the torque
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errors, one statistical measure, the root mean square

torque error, was used. In order to calculate the root

mean square relative torque error, the root mean square

torque error was divided by the difference between the

maximum and minimum torques for each plot.

When decomposition methods are applied to both the

recursive forward and the recursive backward equations

for Case 4, the results of a number of simulations

showed the largest torque errors among all of the al-

ternative cases for each decomposition method, as par-

tially shown in Table 5.1, since Case 4 fails to consi-

der the sequential dependencies of the dynamic equa-

tions. Therefore, on the basis of the above analysis

and the simulation results, Case 2 was selected as the

best decomposition scheme for the Newton-Euler dynamic

equations suitable for the pipelined/fast parallel com-

puting architecture. The results, shown in Case 2 of

Figure 5.2, were an initiation rate of 5(time unit)-1

with CPU utilization of approximately 100 percent.

Therefore, the improvement in computational speed and

CPU utilization for the Case 2 architecture is approx-

imately three times greater than that achieved for Case

1.
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5.3.2 Dynamic Formulation Using Simplified

Decomposition Techniques

In the formulations described in Chapter 2, the

equations of motion, as well as all of the inertial

matrices and physical geometric parameters, are refer-

enced to the base coordinate system. The result of

this requirement is a complicated set of computations

in which the inertia term of each link, with respect to

the base coordinates, must be recomputed. Luh, Walker,

and Paul [LUH 80] have noted that a more efficient

method of calculation should have reference to its own

link coordinate system. In order to develop a more

efficient simplification technique for computation of

the joint input forces/torques, each link's dynamics

for referencing its own link coordinates is described

as follows.

Let i-lRi be a 3 x 3 rotation matrix which

transforms any vector with reference to coordinate

systems (xi,yi,zi) and zi_1). Thus,

ORI= 01111R2...i-1R1 (5.2-1)

where

ce- -ca-s01 sa-se11-1RI cei -sa-ce-
0 Sa- ca-

cei = cos ei, sei= sin ei,

cai = cos ai, sai= sin ai,
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ai = shortest distance between the zi_i axis and

the zi axis,

ai = angle between the zi_l axis and the zi axis

about the xi axis (using the right-hand

rule),

di = distance from the origin of the (i_l)th co-

ordinate system to the intersection of the

zi_l axis, with the xi axis along the z_/

axis, and

Oi = joint angle from the xi_/ axis to the xi

axis about the zi_1 axis (using the right-

hand rule).

Since each coordinate system is orthonomal,

(i-lRo-1 0-1R1)t = iRi_i (5.2-2)

where ( )t = the transpose of ( ).

For the term wi(t), if link i is rotational, pre-

multiplying both sides of the equation by 1R0 gives

1R0 wi(t) = iR0[wi_1(t) + zi_lqi(t)]

= iRi_1[i-1R0wi_1(t) + i-1Rozi_14i(t)1

= iRi_1[i-lR0wi_1(t) + z04i(t)] . (5.2-3)

Using simple notation, the above equation can be re-

written as follows:

iwi(t) = iRi_1[1-1wi_1(t) + zocli(t)] . (5.2-4)

Notice that

wi(t) = angular velocity of link i with respect

to its own coordinate system,
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i-1wi_1(t) = angular velocity of link 1-1 with respect

to its own coordinate system, and

zo = [0,0,1]t .

Similarly, if link i is rotational, the angular

and linear accelerations become:

iLi = + z0

+ 1-1
wi-1 x 204i]

and

ivi = iLi X (IRopi*) + iii X Ciwi

x (IRopi*) +

where

(5.2-5)

(5.2-6)

I -w/ = angular acceleration of link i with respect

to its own coordinate system.

iv- = linear acceleration of link i with respect

to its own coordinate system.

IRopi* = the location of coordinate system

a- (xi,yi,zi) from the origin of

disinai (xi_l,yi_i. zi_i) with respect to

.dicosai coordinate system (xi,yi,zi).

In order to derive equations of motion for the ro-

bot arm, D'Alembert's principle is applied to each link

of the robot arm. When the viscous damping terms are

omitted, force and moment equations are:

IR0Fi = mi(laci)

= mi[ Zvi + ILi x (IRosci)

+ iwi X [Iwi x (IRosci)]] (5.2-7)

and



iRoNi = iRo[IciLi + wi X (Ici win
= (iRoIci°Ri)(iRo(ii) + (iRowi)

X [(1RoIci°R01Rowi)]

(iRoIci°Ri)(iLi) + (iwi)

X [(iRoIci°Ri)iwin
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(5.2-8)

where iaci = linear acceleration of the center of

mass of link i with respect to its own

coordinate system,

iRO I ci Ri =° inertia matrix of link i about its cen-

ter of mass referred to its own coordi-

nate system, (xi,yi,zi),

iRoFi = iFi = total external vector force exerted on

link i at the center of mass with re-

spect to its own coordinate system, and

iRoNi = iNi = total external vector moment exerted on

link i at the center of mass with re-

spect to its own coordinate system.

The total external force, iF-
1 and moment,iNi, are those

, 1,

exerted on link i by gravity and its neighboring links,

i-1 and i+1. With reference to Figure 5.4,

iRoFi = iR0[fi-fi+1] (5.2-9)

and

iRoNi = iRoni iRoni+i + (iRopi- iRori) x iRofi

- (iRopi-iRori) x iRofi+i

= iRoni iRoni+1 + (iRopi- iRori) x iRoFi

iRo pi* x iRofi+i (5.2-10)
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since (iRori-iRopi_i) = (iRopi* - iRosci). Then, from

Eqs.(5.2-9) and (5.2-10) the following recursive equa-

tions can be obtained:

iRofi = iRofi+i + iRoFi

= + mi[4i + iwi x (iRosci)

+ iwi x [iwi x (iRosci)]] (5.2-11)

and

iRoni = iRoni+i + 1R0 pi* x 1R0fi+1 + (iRopi*

+ iRosci) x iRoFi + iRoNi

= 1Ri+1[i+1R0ni+1 + 1R0 pi* x 1+1R0fi4.1]

+ (iRopi* + iRosci) x mi(iRoaci)

+ (iRoIci°Ri)(iRoLi)

+ (iRowi) x [(iRoIci°R01Rowi)] .

(5.2-12)

The above equations can again be rewritten with a sim-

ple notation as follows:

ifi = + + iwi x (iRosci)

+ iwi x [iwi x (iRosci)]] (5.2-13)

and

in. + i+1110 pi* X

+ (iRopi* + iRosci) x mi[4, + iwi x (iRosci)

+ iwi x [iwi x (iRosci)]] + (iRoIcORO(iwi)

+ (iwi) x [(iRoIcORi)iwi)] (5.2-14)

where

ifi(t) = force exerted on link i by link i-1 with

respect to its own coordinate system at

coordinate system (xi_i,yi_i, zi_i) and
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ini(t) = moment exerted on link i by link i-1 with

respect to its own coordinate system at co-

ordinate system (xi_i,yi_i, zi_1).

The above inertia matrix, IRoIci°Ri, is then no longer

dependent on the orientation of link i, even should the

robot arm move. Much simpler computations are the re-

sult.

In direct application of Eqs.(5.2-13) and

(5.2-14), after calculation of the forward equations,

each processor i must wait for the receipt of the back-

ward variable values from its adjacent processor i+1.

Therefore, in order to increase the computation speed

and CPU utilization, a simplified decomposition techni-

que based upon provision of acceptable values of the

backward variables is proposed in order for each pro-

cessor i to calculate its backward equations without

idle periods following calculation of the forward equa-

tions. Two computationally simple decomposition meth-

ods are proposed: (1) Using the immediately previous

calculated values of the backward variables and (2)

considering the first method and the rate of change of

previous values as follows:

ifi* = 1Ri+1[11-1fi+1*] + mi[41 + iwi x

+ iwi x [iwi X (Illosci)]] (5.2-15)

and
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n.
*

= Ri+1[ i+ln
1R0

i +lfi
+1 *]

i* + 0 pi x

+ (iRopi* + iRosci) x mi[4i+ iwi x (iRosci)

+ iwi x [iwi X (iRosci)]] + (iRoIci°Ri)(iLi)

+ (iwi) x [(1R0Ici°R0iwi)] , (5.2-16)

where

i+lfi+1*(t) = i+lfi+1*(t-1) "I" 14-1dfri+1(t-1),

i+lni+1*(t) = i+lni+1*(t-1) +

i+ldfri+1(t-1) = the rate of change of the previous

values of between the pre-

vious sampling intervals,

i+ldnri4.1(t-1) = the rate of change of the previous

values of i+lni+1 between the pre-

vious sampling intervals, and

(t -i) = ith previous sampling interval with

respect to the current sampling in-

terval, and the rate of changes of

values, i+ldfri+1(t-1) and

i+ldnri+i(t-1), are equal to zero

for the first method.

See section 5.4 for il-ldfri+1(t-1) and i+ldnrii_1(t-1).

From the kinematic relationship between the neigh-

boring links and the establishment of coordinate sys-

tems qi[rad] in (xi_i,yi_i, zi_i) coordinates actually

rotates about the zi_1 axis if joint i is rotational.

Therefore, the input torque, ui, at the joint is the

sum of the projection of ni onto zi_l and the viscous

damping moment at those coordinates. If, however,
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joint i (and hence link i) is translational, then its

actual displacement is qi relative to coordinates (xi_

i,yi_i, zi_i) along the zi_i axis. The input force,

ui, at that joint is then the sum of the projection of

fi* onto zi_l and the viscous damping force at those

coordinates. Thus, for the backward equations with

reference to their own coordinate systems,

(ini*)t(iRi-1z0) biii
if link i is rotational

ui = (5.2-17)

(ifi*)t(iRi_izo) + bigi
if link i is translational

The result is that after calculation of the for

ward equations, each processor i will be able to calcu-

late its backward equations without idle periods. In

the following section, errors derived from the use of

this decomposition technique are analyzed.

5.4 Error Analysis of Simplified Decomposition

Techniques

The decomposed scheme described in the previous

section uses exact values of all the variables involved

in torque calculations, with the exception of ifi(t)

and/or ini(t). In order to analyze errors derived from

use of the decomposed ifi(t) and/or ini(t), the scalar

case of force, fi(t), is first analyzed. This concept

is then expanded to the general case of three dimen-

sional motion.
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5.4.1 Scalar Case

For the case of planar motion in a reference coor-

dinate system, the general recursive form of Equation

(5.2-13) can be expressed in a scalar form.

fi(t)= + Fi(t) i=n,n-1,...1. (5.2-18)

where Fi = miaci. If n is equal to 6 and no external

force is exerted on link n, then this equation can be

rewritten as follows:

f6(t)= F6(t)

f5(t)= F6(t)+F5(t)

f4(t)= F6(t)+F5(t)+F4(t) ,

in general form,

n
fi(t) = E F3(t)

j=i
(5.2-19)

where n = the number of degrees of freedom of the

robot arm and

i = the index of link i.

If the value of f i+1 (t-1) from the immediately

previous sample interval is used in place of the cur-

rent value, fi4.1(t), then the above equations become:

f6*(t)= F6(t)

f5*(t)= F6(t-1)+F5(t)

f4*(t)= F6(t-2)+F5(t-1)+F4(t)

or

fi*(t)= E Fi(t-m) ,

j=i
(5.2-20)
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where m = j-i. Let fei(t) = fi(t)-fi*(t). From Equa-

tions (5.2-19) and (5.2-20), the error, fei(t), can be

expressed as follows since the recursive backward equa-

tions use the exact values of their forward variables:

n
fei(t)= [Fi(t)-Fi(t-m)] ,

j=1

or, let

dFi(t-m)

fei(t)

fe5(t)

fei(t)

fei(t)

Fi(t-m)-Fi(t-(m-1)),

0,

F6(t) F6(t-1) = dF6(t),

F6(t) F6(t-2) + F5(t) F5(t-1),

F6(t)-F6(t-1) + F6(t-1) F6(t-2)

+ F5(t) F5(t-1)

dF6(t-1) + dF6(t) + dF5(t),

F6(t) - F6(t-3) + F5(t) F5(t-2)

+ F4(t) F4(t-1),

(5.2-21)

F6(t) - F6(t -1) + F6(t-1) F6(t-2)

+ F6(t-2) - F6(t-3) + F5(t) - F5(t-1)

+ F5(t-1)-F5(t-2)

+ F4(t) F4(t-1)

= dF6(t-2) + dF6(t-1) + dF5(t-1) + dF6(t)

+ dF5(t) +dF4(t) ,

in general form,

+ j-i-1
fei(t)= dF -(t-k) .

j=i+1 k=0

If j > n, then fei(t) = 0.

(5.2-22)



Equation (5.2-22) can again be expressed in the

following recursive form:

fe6(t)

fe5(t)

fe4(t)

fe3(t)

0,

= dF6(t),

= dF6(t-1) + dF6(t) + dF5(t)

= fe5(t-1) + dF6(t) + dF5(t),

= dF6(t-2) + dF6(t-1) + dF5(t-1) + dF6(t)

+ dF5(t) + dF4(t),

fe4(t-1) + dF6(t) + dF5(t) + dF4(t),

and in the recursive form,

n
fei(t) = fei+1(t-1) dF.(t) .

j=i+1
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(5.2-23)

On the basis of the above equations, it can be

said that error introduced into the above method re-

sults from the difference of fi4.1(t), dFi4.1(t) between

adjacent sampling intervals at a given time, which is

then passed to the adjacent link. Thus, in order to

reduce the errors from the adjacent link, it is logical

to consider the rate of change of fi+1(t) for the link

i in addition to the first method.

As a second method, the value of fi4.1(t-1) is

taken from the immediately previous sample interval and

the values of the rate of change are used in place of

the current value, fi+1(t), as follows. From Equation

(5.2-23), let

n
dfi(t) = dFi(t) , then,

j=i+1 "



df6(t) = 0,

df5(t) = dF6(t),

df4(t) = dF6(t) + dF5(t),

= df5(t)+dF5(t)

in a recursive form,

dfi(t) = dfii4(t) + dFi4.1(t)
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(5.2-24)

When this step is completed by adding the difference,

dfi(t), to the value of fi+1(t-1), the force exerted on

the link i, fi(t), can be calculated with precision.

However, the processor i must wait for the completion

of the processor i+1 calculation of fi+1(t) for deter-

mination of the difference, dfi+i(t) and dFi4.1(t), be-

fore it can initiate its own calculation, fi(t). In

order to reduce the waiting time for the processor i+1,

the rate of change of the previous values can be used

in place of the difference for concurrent computations

as follows:

dfi(t) = dfii_1(t-1) + dFii_1(t-1) , (5.2-25)

where dfi+i(t-1) and dFi4.1(t-1), which were already

calculated at the previous sampling interval and stored

in the buffer 1+1, are passed from the buffer i+1 to

the processor i to calculate dfi(t) at the current

sampling interval. Then, the processor i can calculate

fi*(t) by merely adding the difference to fi*(t). As a

result, the calculation error will be reduced. How-

ever, unlike the case in which the exact terms, Equa-

tion (5.2-24), have been added, the error is not



completely eliminated. With an argument identical to

that used for the first method, the error can be re-

duced to the following equation:

fei(t) = fei+1(t-1)
n

dFej(t)
j=1+1
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(5.2-26)

where dFej(t) = dFj(t) dFj(t-1).

The error now becomes a function of dFej(t), which

is smaller than before. From Equation (5.2-26), the

error still seems to have been passed from the adjacent

link. However, in a real case each joint of the robot

arm is accelerated from rest to a selected velocity,

maintaining this velocity through a given segment and

then decelerated to a rest condition. Even when a

joint is accelerated to specific velocity, joint accel-

eration is increased and then decreased, or vice versa,

and in turn the force exerted on the link i is in-

creased and then decreased over the trajectory segment.

Therefore, the average magnitude of dFi(t) through a

trajectory is close to zero.

5.4.2 Vector Case

For the general motion of robot arm, Equation

(5.2-13) becomes:

ifi(t) = iRii_1Ci+lfi+1(t)] + iFi(t) , (5.2-28)

where

iFi(t) = milaci and

i

1

c°i+1 -caisei+1 sais°1+1

[ 0
caicei+1 e0i4.1Ri+1 = sei+1

cx.i.

-sai



from Equation (5.2-1). Then, Equation (5.2-19) be-

comes:

6f6(t) 6F6(t)

5f5(t) = 5R66f6(t) + 5F5(t) = 5R66F6(t) + 5F5(t),

4f4(t) = 4R55f5(t) 4F4(t)

= 4R66F6(t) 4R55F5(t) 4F4(t),

in general form,

n
ifi(t) = iFi(t) .
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(5.2-29)

With a similar argument for the scalar case, the

value of i+1fi+1(t-1) from the immediately previous

sample intervals may be used in place of the current

values if it can be assumed that the matrix, 1Ri+1, is

constant around a position in space for a short sam-

pling interval of a few milliseconds. Then, Equations

(5.2-20) and (5.2-21) can be expressed, respectively,

as follows:

ifi*(t) jFi(t-m) (5.2-29)

and

ifei(t) = ifi*(t)-ifi(t)

n

j21
EjFj(t) - iFj(t-m)] , (5.2-30)

=

where m = j-i. Again, the error, ifei(t), between

ifi*(t) and ifi(t), can be expressed in a recursive

form. Then, for greater accuracy the rate of change of

previous values is also used in addition to
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( ). The error equations for general motion

are

ifei(t) = 1Ri+li+lfei+1(t-1)

n
+ , (5.2-31)
j=i+1

where diFi(t) = [iFj(t) iFj(t-1)].

The absolute values of the matrix, iRi+1, are

equal or are less than one. Therefore, the effect of

the first term of Equation (5.2-31) on ifei(t) may be

less than the scalar case. Again, by letting

n
difi(t) =

j=i+1 J

Equation (5.2-25) for fast computation becomes for gen-

eral motion:

difi(t) = + di+1Fi+1(t-1)] .

= iRi+li+lfri+1(t-1) (5.2-32)

where

i+lfri+1(t-1) = di+ifi+1(t-1) di+1Fi+1(t-1)-

For analyzing errors derived from use of the de-

composed, ini(t), Equation (5.2-14) can be rewritten as

follows:

ini(t) = iRi+1[14-lni+1(t)+il-lpi* x

+iKi(t),

= + iKi(t)

x i+lfi4.1(t)],

= inii(t) + in2i(t) , (5.2-33)

where
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iKi(t) (1Ropi*+1Rosci) x mi[14i(t) + 1Li(t)

X (1Rosci) + iwi(t) x [1wi(t) x (1Rosci)]]

+ (1RoIciCIRO1Li(t)+ iwi(t)

x [(1RoIci°Ri)1wi(t)],

inii(t) = 1Ri+111-1ni+1(t)+1Ki(t), and

1n2i(t) = 1Ri+1[1+1pi* x 14.1fi4.1(t)]

From Equation (5.2-33), errors from the decomposed

ini(t) are the sum of errors from inii(t) and 1n21(t).

Therefore an arguement similiar to that presented above

can be applied to the moment exerted on link i by link

1+1 with respect to its own coordinate system. The

rate of change used for fast calculation of the moment

can be expressed as follows:

dini(t) = iRi4.1[di+lni4.1(t-1) + d14-1Ki4.1(t-1)]

1+1 1+1nri+1 (t-1) , (5.2-34)

where

d1+1Ki4.1(t) = [14-1Ki4.1(t) - 1+1K14.1(t-1)] and

i+1nri+1(t-1) = di+lni.4.1(t-1) + d1+1Kii_1(t-1).

In general terms, error analysis for the simplifi-

cation technique presented in this section is extremely

complicated since some terms in the nonlinear dynamic

equations are position and velocity dependent. Thus,

motion simulation should be performed in order to accu-

rately evaluate the torque/force errors introduced by

the proposed algorithm.
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5.5 Summary

Four decomposition schemes for Newton-Euler for-

mulations and three computation methods for each of the

decomposition schemes were considered. The second

decomposition scheme was selected for use with the

Newton-Euler formulations suitable for pipelined/fast

parallel computing architecture. Among the three com-

putation methods considered, the first two methods were

selected as the most appropriate for the proposed ar-

chitecture The results were an initiation rate of

5(time unit)-1 with approximately 100 percent CPU uti-

lization.
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Table 5.1 Comparison of Computation Accuracy
Between Decomposition Schemes.

Link1

EC
Link2
[ %]

Link3
[%]

Link4
[ %]

LinkS
EC

Link6
CC

Traj

1

Case 2 1.1 0.9 0.4 0.5 0.4 0

Case 3 1.6 1.1 0.5 1.2 1.9 18.0

Case 4 3.2 2.2 1.1 2.3 3.3 25.7

Traj

2

Case 2 1.6 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.5 0

Case 3 1.9 0.8 0.7 1.8 1.9 26.8

Case 4 4.6 1.6 1.3 3.6 3.5 38.3
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Chapter 6

Performance Evaluation and Motion Simulations

6.1 Introduction

In order to evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed technique, two of the evaluation criteria consid-

ered in this study, accuracy of torques/forces calcula-

tion with open-loop simulation and accuracy of path-

trajectory tracking with closed-loop simulation, are

discussed in this chapter.

Generally, there are two principal approaches to

performance evaluation: the analytical approach and

the simulation approach [SAUE 81]. Precise analysis of

the two criteria for the proposed algorithm is compli-

cated because of the complexity and number of computa-

tions involved and time variances in the nonlinear dy-

namic equations. Therefore, a series of simulations

was developed for evaluation of the proposed algor-

ithms. Following discussion of the simulation, expe-

rimental results are compared with a class of alterna-

tive simplified methods in performance of calculations

suggested in other studies.
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6.2 Development of the Simulation Model

For simulation purposes, the Stanford robot arm

described in Chapter 2 was used as a test vehicle be-

cause of its use in several other associated research

projects and the availability of its mechanical parame-

ters.

6.2.1 Trajectory Generation

The experimental simulations involved calculation

of torques/forces with the proposed algorithm for dif-

ferent robot arm trajectories, each selected as the

representation of different motion conditions. These

trajectories allowed evaluation of the effect of dif-

ferent motion conditions on the accuracy of the pro-

posed algorithm.

A number of trajectories were used in experimenta-

tion to achieve this purpose. In this section, only

two of the representative trajectories are presented.

However, the results presented for these trajectories

were similar to those obtained from other trajectories.

The first trajectory (trajectory 1) was character-

ized by two segments of accelerations (or decelera-

tions), and one segment of constant velocity (i.e, zero

acceleration). It was selected in order to examine the

effects of different acceleration (velocity) profiles

on the calculations. The effect of constant velocity
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was of special interest in trajectory 1, and it was

maintained in passage through the segment between two

intermediate points. The simulation of trajectory 1

was generated as follows.

Suppose that the path traveled by the end effector

is given by the starting and final positions in Carte-

sian space subject to the following four constraints:

i) Two via points between the starting and final

position are used to bound the deviation in

Cartesian space;

ii) A time limit is imposed on completion of move-

ment along every segment;

iii) The end effector has zero acceleration and zero

velocity at both the starting and final posi-

tions; and

iv) The end effector also has constant velocity in

the joint space between the two via points.

Each of the path

sired position

{T}, relative

points was specified

and the orientation

to the base coordinate

0 0.86 0.5 -0.3

in terms of a de-

of the end effector,

system as follows:

Ts(to) = 1 0 0 -0.5 t0 = 0.0[sec]
0 0.5 -0.86 -0.2
0 0 0 1

0 0.86 0.5 -0.3
Ti(ti) = 1 0 0 -0.15 t1 = 0.7[sec]

0 0.5 -0.86 -0.2
0 0 0 1

0 0.86 0.5 -0.3
T2(t2) = 1 0 0 0.15 t2 = 1.3[sec]

0 0.5 -0.86 -0.2
0 0 0 1
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and

0 0.86 0.5 -0.3
Tf(t3) = 1 0 0 0.5 , t3 = 2.0[sec]

0 0.5 -0.86 -0.2
0 0 0 1

where Ts(to) = the starting point,

Tf(t3) = the final point, and

Ti(ti) , T2(t2) = the via points.

In order to perform the interpolation in the joint

space, each of these points was converted into a set of

desired joint angles, qi(t), by application of inverse

kinematics. This is shown in Table 6.1, in which the

four (six-dimensional) sets of joint positions corres-

ponding to the four Cartesian positions, Ts(to),

Ti(ti), T2(t2), and Tf(t3), respectively, are denoted

by Js(to), Ji(ti), J2(t2), and Jf(t3). The mechanical

parameters of the Stanford robot arm were used in the

calculations. Then, a 5th order polynomial, q(t) =

p5t5 p4t4 p3t3 p2t2 P1-1-1 PO, was used to

interpolate joint values in the joint space. The para-

meters, p5, p4, p3, p2, pl and of of the 5th order

polynomial, which satisfied the boundary conditions of

each path segment, were calculated and are shown in

Table 6.2, where q(t) and q(t) denote, respectively,

the time function of the joint position and velocity.

The final trajectory of each joint of the Stanford ro-

bot arm is shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 indicates
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the trajectory traveled by the end effector of the man-

ipulator in Cartesian space.

The secondary trajectory (trajectory 2) was char-

acterized by two high speed acceleration segments with-

out constant velocity. This trajectory was selected to

examine the effect of high speeds and acceleration on

the calculations. It used the same end points as tra-

jectory 1, but was restricted to only one intermediate

point, at which it was stopped. These restrictions in-

creased accelerations and velocities along the trajec-

tory.

For further performance evaluation of the proposed

algorithm, constraints on the total time allowed to

complete movements were given. By changing the total

time required for completion of identical trajectories,

the effect of different accelerations and velocities on

the accuracy of the proposed algorithm could be ob-

served. The given total elapsed time constraints were

slow movement, fast movement, and very fast movement

at, respectively, 6[s], 2[s] and 1[s].

Within these constraints, the torques/forces were

computed for each case at five milliseconds sampling

intervals. This period was determined by the criterion

that the controls would be updated at a rate of about

15 times the structural resonance frequency of the ro-

bot arm [PAUL 84].
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6.2.2 Simulated Control Methodology

A block diagram of the dynamic computer simulation

is shown in Figure 6.3. For the robot arm model, the

general form of the Lagrangian-Euler dynamic formula-

tions, Equation (6.2-1), was used for motion simulation

in the manipulator.

u(t) = D(q(t))4(t) + H(q(t),4(t))

+ C(q(t)) , (6.2-1)

where u = 6 x 1 desired torque/force vector,

D = 6 x 6 inertial acceleration-related matrix,

H = 6 x 1 nonlinear Coriolis and centrifugal

force vector, and

C = 6 x 1 gravity loading force vector.

From Equation (6.2-1), the desired torque/force, u(t),

for every joint can be calculated (see section 6.3 be-

low), using the proposed algorithms.

For simulation purposes, the actual acceleration

of the joint variables can be obtained by solving the

following equation from Equation(6.2-1):

iria(t) = D-l[u(t) - (H+C)] , (6.2-2)

where 4a(t) = actual joint acceleration. The (H+C)

term can be easily be computed from the Newton-Euler

equations of motion by setting the joint acceleration

vector 4(t) = 0. Then, only the matrix D is calculated
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from the Lagrangian-Euler formulation. Once the actual

joint acceleration is calculated, the next actual velo-

city and position of the joint can be calculated by in-

tegrating, respectively, the actual joint acceleration

and velocity. This procedure was repeated from the in-

itial point through all the sample points of the tra-

jectory. For the initial point, the actual and the de-

sired trajectory points, q(t), 4(t) and 4(t), are iden-

tical. The integration utilizes a numerical integra-

tion, the Euler technique, as follows;

4(t+dt) = 4(t) + 4(t)*dt (6.2-3)

and

4(t+dt) = 4(t) + (4(t) + 0.5*4(t)*dt)*dt , (6.2-4)

where dt = sampling interval of the simulation. The

sampling interval should be less than, or at most equal

to, the sampling interval of the torque calculation.

The computed torque technique [LEE 82a, ORIN 84,

AN 87, KHOS 88a] is a basic scheme of control, i.e., a

feedback control with feedforward and feedback compo-

nents. The feedforward component computes the normal

joint torque along the desired trajectory to compensate

for the interaction forces among all the various

joints; the feedback component computes the necessary

correction torques to compensate for any deviations

from the desired trajectory. For the purpose of motion

simulation, the computed torque technique, based on a
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feedback position gain matrix, Kp, and a feedback ve-

locity gain matrix, Kv, was used.

In this technique, terms in the dynamic torques/

forces calculations are computed from the actual joint

positions and velocities. The accelerations are up-

dated from the difference between the actual and the

desired path. This generates accelerations, and thus

torque, tending to the decrease of errors. The accel-

eration was computed from the following equation:

4(t) = Kp(qd(t) - qa(t)) + Kv(4d(t)

4a(t))+4d(t) (6.2-5)

where Kp and Kv, representing motion simulation, are

described in section 6.4.

6.3 Torques/Forces Calculations

6.3.1 Procedure

The general experimental procedure involved tor-

ques/forces 'calculations for the algorithms which were

evaluated. Calculations with open loop simulation were

performed for the different robot motion trajectories.

The torques/forces for the same trajectories were also

calculated with the exact recursive fashion. Finally,

the relative torques/forces errors between the exact

calculations and those for the evaluated algorithms

were determined for comparing the performance of the

algorithms. Comparison of the relative errors is of

value since the magnitude of the errors is relative
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tothe calculated values of the torques/forces for a

specific trajectory. Several different methods of com-

putation were used: the Bejczy [BEJC 79, 81, PAUL 84]

algorithm and the Binder [BIND 86] algorithm. Each is

described in the following section. Relative torque

errors along the trajectory were calculated by dividing

the torque errors by the full scale torque or force, in

turn calculated as the difference between the maximum

torque and the minimum torque for every plot.

Two main experimental comparisons were performed.

The purposes of the first experiment were to evaluate

the torque errors in the first proposed algorithm,

PAFP1, in comparison to errors developed with other

algorithms. The objectives of the second experiment

were to evaluate the errors in the second proposed al-

gorithm, PAFP2, comparing them with errors occurring

with use of PAFP1.

Each experiment was performed with different robot

motion trajectories, chosen to represent different mo-

tion conditions as described in previous section of

this study. This allowed for the evaluation of the ef-

fect of different velocity and acceleration conditions

on the accuracy of the algorithms.

6.3.2 Comparison of Algorithms

The proposed algorithms were compared with a class

of simplified methods for calculation performance,
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i.e., the Bejczy [BEJC 79, 81, PAUL 84] algorithm and

the Binder [BIND 86] algorithm. Bejczy derived the

complete dynamic equations for the Stanford manipula-

tor. By eliminating less significant terms, and pre-

calculating terms which were not position dependent, a

simplified and efficient algorithm for this manipulator

was derived. In the simplification of the equations

for link 4, it was suggested that one of the gravity

terms in C(4) should be neglected. It was found that

the addition of this term could improve the accuracy of

the simplified algorithm without necessitating signifi-

cant additional computation time and this was done for

purposes of experimental comparison. The simplified

method presented by Bejczy, as amended by Paul, with

the added term described above, will be referred to as

Bejczy's algorithm in this chapter.

Binder [BIND 86] distributed the dynamic equations

over multiple computers, one for each joint. Each com-

puter calculated its own dynamic equations for its

joint torque and then serially served as the servo con-

troller for each joint. Computation of the dynamic

equations for each joint was achieved by substituting

predicted values, based on previously calculated val-

ues, for the actual values of all the forward and back-

ward equation variables. Based upon this algorithm,

computation time required for the dynamic equations was

reduced. However, this approach failed to properly
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consider the sequential dependencies of the dynamic

equations, which are conducive to pipelining between

adjacent links. As a result, this algorithm generated

errors in the calculation of the inverse dynamics.

Programs for the implementation of the above al-

gorithms have been prepared and were used in the exper-

imentation in this study.

6.3.3 Experimental Results, I

The purpose of the first experiment was to evalu-

ate torque errors resulting from the PAFP1, in compar-

ison to errors developed with the application of other

algorithms. Results of the torque computations for

each joint using PAFP1 are shown in Figures 6.4 to 6.15

and Tables 6.3 to 6.6 for trajectories 1 and 2. These

tables compare the relative root mean squared torque

errors for each joint introduced by use of the three

different computational methods. Each torque calcula-

tion was based on a five-millisecond sampling period.

In order to investigate the effect of using a high

sampling rate for torque calculations in PAFP1, rela-

tive torque errors were also calculated with a high

sampling rate of one-millisecond. Figures 6.4 to 6.6

for trajectory 1 show torque comparisons between PAFP1

and exact calculations. In addition, Figures 6.7 to

6.9 compare relative torque errors for each joint in-

troduced by use of the three different computational
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methods. Figures 6.10 to 6.15 compare the results for

trajectory 2. A solid straight line, parallel to the

time-axis (Figures 6.7 to 6.9 and 6.13 to 6.15) was

used as a reference line representing zero percent of

the relative torque error. Elapsed time is labeled on

the horizontal axis of each plot.

The slow motion 6-second duration was character-

ized by slow velocity and acceleration, and the very

fast motion 1-second duration was characterized by very

fast velocity and acceleration. Sections with constant

torques in the Figures 6.4 to 6.6 correspond to path

segments at constant velocities. Torque errors along

the sections of constant velocities in Bejczy's algo-

rithm were caused by the neglected Coriolis and centri-

fugal terms. Errors in the sections with acceleration

result from neglecting the coupling terms in the iner-

tia matrix, as well as neglecting the Coriolis and cen-

trifugal terms. The coupling terms are related to the

relative accelerations between the links. The effects

of these terms are demonstrated in the very fast motion

plots. For fast acceleration, the coupling terms are

more significant, therefore the errors in the algorithm

became noticeably large, particularly for the last

three links. From Tables 6.3 to 6.6 it may be seen

that the relative torque error of link 1 at each tra-

jectory did not change, even when the speed of the ro-

bot arm was increased. From this we may conclude that
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there was little interaction between adjacent links and

the first link.

Torque errors in Binder's algorithm increased as

total elapsed time decreased. The errors were caused

by the difference between the predicted values and the

exact values of the variables involved in all the for-

ward and backward recursive equations. This occurred

because Binder's algorithm fails to properly consider

the sequential dependencies of the pipelined nature of

the dynamic formulations. Increasing the speed of mo-

tion increases the difference values for all forward

and backward variables. As a result, when motion speed

is increased, the torque errors in Binder's algorithm

become large, particularly for the last three links.

As shown in the figures, the PAFP1 performance was

much better than the performances of the other two al-

gorithms for the calculation of torques. Trajectory 2

was characterized by higher speeds and acceleration

than trajectory 1. Even for very fast motion for both

trajectories, the torque errors in the last three

links, as well as in the first three links, were still

relatively small. In particular, errors in link 6 were

always zero since link 6 used the exact values of the

recursive backward equation variables. Torque errors

introduced into the PAFP1 resulted from the effect of

calculating the backward equation of link i, ifi(t)

and/or ini(t), due to differences in force and/or
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moment exerted on link i+1 by link i with respect to

its own coordinate system between successive sampling

intervals. Thus, if a smaller sampling interval of 1-

millisecond could be achieved with PAFP1, the torque

errors shown in Figures 6.7 to 6.9 would become much

smaller.

6.3.4 Experimental Results, II

The purpose of this experiment was to evaluate the

errors resulting from the use of PAFP2 and to compare

them with errors resulting from the use of PAFP1 (Ex-

perimental Results, I, in the previous section). From

the results of the first experiment, the torque errors

were large for the fast trajectories, particularly for

trajectory 2, which was characterized by higher speeds

and greater acceleration than trajectory 1. In this

section, the fast motion and the very fast motion

speeds for trajectory 2 were selected for the evalua-

tion of torque errors along the trajectory, shown in

Figures 6.16 and 6.17. Thus, the effect of using PAFP2

can be clearly observed. Solid lines in the figures

represent the exact calculations, the dashed lines re-

present PAFP1, and the dotted lines represent PAFP2.

The results of the calculation patterns achieved by the

use of PAFP2 are similar to results achieved with the

use of PAFP1, but in every case the magnitude of the

errors was reduced. The results presented for the
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PAFP2 trajectory were also similar to those obtained

for the other trajectories.

Tables 6.3 to 6.6 summarize the results of Experi-

ments I and II, as well as trajectories 1 and 2. In

every case, using PAFP2, the relative root mean squared

torque errors are less than the errors generated with

the application of PAFP1, and the errors are less than

1.2 percent even for the very fast motion in trajectory

2. Furthermore, when a high sampling rate of 1-

millisecond was used, the errors produced by applica-

tion of the proposed methods become even smaller, as

shown in Figures 6.7 to 6.9 and 6.13 to 6.15. From

this we may conclude that a higher sampling rate di-

rectly affects the accuracy of system performance and

is desirable.

6.4 Motion Simulations

The objective of this experiment was to evaluate

the performance of the proposed algorithms and the ac-

curacy of their path trajectory tracking by comparing

the actual trajectories with the desired trajectories.

The results of the these motion simulations are related

to the feedback technique applied.

6.4.1 Procedure

From the block diagram of the dynamic computer

simulation shown in Figure 6.3, the motion simulation
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procedure was initiated by computing the torques/forces

required to maintain the desired trajectory. Then, the

torque calculations were applied to the actual position

and velocity of the robot arm joints, and actual accel-

eration was calculated from Equation (6.2-2), as ex-

plained in section 6.2.2. Unlike open loop simulation,

the simulation procedure for closed loop motion simula-

tion uses the feedback gain matrices Kp and Kv. In

general, it was difficult to determine the optimal

value of these matrices for the best path trajectory

tracking since Kp and Kv are nonlinear, position depen-

dent matrices. However, the matrices can be obtained

by ignoring the coupling terms and by assuming constant

matrices. Based upon this assumption, diagonal and

constant matrices can be obtained by trying and tuning

the diagonal terms until stable motion is achieved.

6.4.2 Experimental Results, III

When open loop simulation was performed, it was

observed that a condition of instability (a continually

diverging response) was exhibited. This occurred be-

cause of accumulated errors with time.

For closed loop simulation, the matrices Kp and

Kv, based upon the assumption stated in the previous

section, were experimentally determined from a number

of motion simulations though they may not provide opti-

mal results for numerical comparison. Nonetheless,
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from the simulation results achieved from application

of the feedback gain matrices, the following general

observations may be offered.

When the speed of the robot arm was increased, us-

ing Bejczy's and Binder's algorithm, the last three

links were more difficult to control than the first

three because of large errors at the former. As fore-

seen, the position errors in path trajectory tracking

with the proposed methods were very small, even at the

very fast motion indicated in Table 6.7, which shows

the relative root mean squared position errors for fast

and very fast motion of trajectory 1 at 5- and 1-

millisecond sampling rates with PAFP1. From this table

it may also be observed that the position errors for

the 1-millisecond sampling rate were much smaller than

those for the 5-millisecond sampling rate. From this

we may conclude that the increased sampling rate used

with the proposed algorithms has a substantial impact

on robot arm control. The relative root mean squared

position errors were calculated by dividing the root

mean squared position errors by the difference between

the maximum position and the minimum position for every

plot. In addition, Figure 6.18 shows the path tracking

errors of the entire trajectory as an example of motion

simulation. In the plot, the solid line represents the

desired trajectory and the dotted line represents the

actual trajectories, Actuall and Actual2, for the fast
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motion case using PAFP1. The 5-millisecond sampling

rate with PAFP1 and the feedback gain matrices, kp and

kv, were used for the plots, where diagonal terms of

k = [3.8,3.2,0.5,6,6,6]

and

kv = [39,36,14,49,49,49]

for Actuall, and diagonal terms of

k = [11.4,9.6,1.5,12.0,18.0,18.0]

and

kv = [117.0,108.0,42.0,98.0,147.0,147.0]

for Actual2.

6.5 Summary

In order to evaluate the performance of the pro-

posed methods, accuracy of torque calculations and ac-

curacy of path trajectory tracking were considered as

the evaluation criteria. A series of simulations were

developed to test performance results. Following simu-

lation, the experimental results were compared with a

class of alternative methods and comparative results

indicated that the performance of the proposed methods

was superior to those of the alternative methods.
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Table 6.1 Joint Positions for the Interpolation of
the 2-Second Trajectory 1.

Joint
Position

cli

[de]
c12

[del]
q

[deg]
C14

[deg]
CI5[de] c16

[deg]

Js(t0) 74.4 -109.6 0.6 -150.6 80.7 -23.2

J
1
(t

1
) 53.9 -123.9 0.4 -155.4 76.4 -46.3

32 (t
2

) 0.8 -123.9 0.4 -179.6 86.3 -89.4

Jf(t3) -43.7 -109.6 0.6 -200.4 93.0 -130.7
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Table 6.2 Parameters of 5th Order Polynomial
for the Interpolation of the 2-Second
Trajectory 1.

Joint
1

Joint
2

Joint
3

Joint
4

Joint
5

Joint
6

Piont q(0)
T
s

A(0)
74.4
0

-109.6
0

0.6
0

-150.6
0

80.7
0

-23.2
0

POPath Pi
Segm- P2
ent 1 P

P
3

P
5

4

74.4
0
0

126.6
-529.6
376.4

-109.6
0
0

-416.6
892.8
-510.1

0.6
0
0

-6.9
14.8
-8.5

-150.6
0
0

194.6
-535.2
339.6

80.7
0
0

-261.2
608.1
-361.3

-23.2
0
0

-90.5
-15.1
-68.4

Piont qp)
T 4 1)

1

53.9
-88.6

-123.9
0

0.4
0

-155.3
-40.5

76.4
16.6

-46.3
-71.7

PO
Path P7
Segm- P2
ent 2 P3

P
4

P
5

115.9
-88.6

0
0
0
0

-123.9
0
0
0
0
0

0.4
0
0
0
0
0

-126.9
-40.5

0
0
0
0

64.8
16.6

0
0
0
0

3.9
-71.7

0
0
0
0

Piont 12
T2 4(2)

0.8
-88.6

-123.9
0

0.4
0

-179.6
-40.5

86.3
16.6

-89.4
-71.7

POPath P1
Segm- P2
ent 3 P.

P'
4

P
5

4412
-14324
18658

-12070
3846
-482

-5483
17242

-21885
13680
-4208

510

-89
287
-364
228
-70
8

1985
-7027
9137

-5897
1875
-234

-133
732

-1018
712

-244
33

5476
-18013
23249

-14862
4680
-580

Piont q(3)
If 4(3)

-43.7
0

-109.6
0

0.6
0

-200.4
0

93.0
0

-130.7
0
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Table 6.3 Comparison of Relative Root Mean
Squared Errors, Trajectory 1, 6-Second
Duration.

Sampling Algorithm Link 1 Link 2 Link 3 Link 4 Link 5 Link 6
Rates [ %] [ %] [ %] Ni [ %] EC

Bejczy 5.411 0.718 0.351 1.213 4.943 162.64

5 Binder 2.034 0.372 0.457 0.315 0.674 8.98

[ms] PAFP1 0.905 0.202 0.093 0.070 0.058 0

PAFP2 0.420 0.084 0.021 0.038 0.005 0

1 PAFP1 0.182 0.040 0.019 0.015 0.012 0

[ms] PAFP2 0.080 0.015 0.004 0.008 0.0001 0
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Table 6.4 Comparison of Relative Root Mean
Squared Errors, Trajectory 1, 2-Second
Duration.

Sampling
Rates

Algorithm Link 1
IC

Link 2
EC

Link 3
CC

Link 4
[%]

Link 5
[%]

Link 6
[%]

5

[ms]

Bejczy 5.411 5.546 1.082 7.757 19.456 162.22

Binder 3.316 2.205 1.139 2.324 3.331 25.67

PAFP1 1.072 0.911 0.416 0.523 0.447 0

PAFP2 0.520 0.271 0.078 0.124 0.090 0

1

[ms]

PAFP1 0.225 0.189 0.085 0.106 0.091 0

PAFP2 0.102 0.051 0.007 0.021 0.001 0
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Table 6.5 Comparison of Relative Root Mean
Squared Errors, Trajectory 1, 1-Second
Duration.

Sampling
Rates

Algorithm Link 1
[ %]

Link 2
[ %]

Link 3
[ %]

Link 4
CC

Link 5
EC

Link 6
[%]

5

[ms]

Bejczy 5.415 10.591 1.331 15.705 26.774 162.35

Binder 4.009 6.481 2.178 8.134 8.022 31.33

PAFP1 1.951 2.474 0.907 1.901 1.150 0

PAFP2 1.043 0.817 0.271 0.443 0.358 0

1

[ms]

PAFP1 0.431 0.542 0.190 0.402 0.237 0

PAFP2 0.191 0.136 0.027 0.043 0.061 0
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Table 6.6 Comparison of Relative Root Mean
Squared Errors, Trajectory 2, 1-Second
Duration.

Sampling
Rates

Algorithm Link 1
[ %]

Link 2
[%]

Link 3
[%]

Link 4
[ %]

Link 5
EC

Link 6
[ %]

5

[ms]

Bejczy 4.325 13.434 3.557 23.189 34.059 217.63

Binder 8.534 4.842 3.118 10.178 8.541 73.15

PAFP1 3.030 1.749 0.977 2.325 1.264 0

PAFP2 1.176 0.469 0.259 0.378 0.290 0

1

[ms]

PAFP1 0.650 0.365 0.199 0.485 0.252 0

PAFP2 0.218 0.070 0.024 0.021 0.005 0
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Table 6.7 Comparison of Relative Position Er-
rors, Trajectory 1.

Sampling
Rates

Motion Link 1
EC

Link 2
[%]

Link 3
N]

Link 4
[ %]

Link 5
N]

Link 6
[ %]

5

[ms]

Fast 0.30 0.74 0.74 0.25 0.34 0.29

Very Fast 0.60 1.46 1.48 0.63 0.67 0.57

1

[ms]

Fast 0.06 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.07 0.06

Very Fast 0.12 0.29 0.30 0.13 0.14 0.11
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Chapter 7

Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations

The objectives of this research were to design a

multiprocessor computing system with efficient comput-

ing algorithms for real-time robot control. Robot sys-

tem control schemes for fast and precise robot motion

require complete utilization of a robot's dynamic equa-

tions and the ability to evaluate these equations in

real-time. The computing time for the dynamic equa-

tions is the principal problem for practical implemen-

tations due to the limitations of current computational

power.

In response to this problem, three major research

objectives were of principal concern. The first was to

design a multiprocessor computing system based upon

three integrated components: A system supervisor com-

puter, a pipelined n-processor, and a microprocessor-

based individual joint servo-controller. The intent of

this system was to provide concurrent pipelined par-

allel computations, utilizing all of the n-processors

for computation of dynamic equations and thereby in-

creasing controller processing speed and CPU utiliza-

tion in order to achieve real-time control.
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The second research objective was to develop effi-

cient computing algorithms for concurrent pipelined

parallel computations, based upon the proposed comput-

ing system. The concurrent performance of pipelined

parallel computations of the dynamic equations for the

proposed system is based upon consideration of the

sequential dependencies of the Newton-Euler dynamic

equations, which are conducive to pipelining, and de-

composition of the dynamic backward equations for fast

parallel computation. The decomposition of the back-

ward equations is based on computational simplification

techniques. These computationally efficient simplifi-

cation techniques, which were applied to the backward

variables of dynamic formulations, were determined from

consideration of four possible decomposition schemes

for the dynamic formulations, each of which was further

considered with respect to three computational methods.

Following this procedure, an analysis of errors intro-

duced into the proposed algorithms for the system was

performed.

As a final step, motion simulations were performed

and were compared with a related class of algorithms in

order to evaluate the proposed algorithms. The results

of the study indicated that the errors introduced into

the algorithms were relatively small and that the pro-

posed technique's performance levels were superior to
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those of techniques involving a number of other methods

of computation simplification.

In conclusion, use of the proposed computer archi-

tecture and computing algorithms, based upon the use of

multiple low-cost microprocessors and the application

of feedback, allow for the practical implementation of

a highly parallel structure capable of achieving real-

time robot control with high sampling rates. As a re-

sult of achieving a higher sampling rate, the robot

system can be more robust with respect to the effect of

unknown disturbances on trajectory tracking perform-

ance.

It is recommended that an investigation of a spe-

cial architecture for the processor, suitable for the

proposed computing architecture, be undertaken. For

improved system performance, hardware parallelism

should also be considered for the processor architec-

ture. When the dynamic formulations are reviewed, it

is clear that all of the operations involve 3 x 3 ma-

trix, 3-dimensional vectors. Therefore, provision of

hardware parallelism and pipelining to exploit poten-

tially concurrent low-level vector/matrix operations,

could result in the achievement of even greater speed.

An additional area of investigation would be the

examination of different interpolation methods at tra-

jectory generation in order to reduce the errors intro-

duced into the proposed method. From the results of
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the current study, it is apparent that the errors re-

sulted from the effect of calculating the backward

equation of link i due to differences in force and/or

moment exerted on link 1+1 by link i between adjacent

sampling periods, with respect to the coordinate system

of link 1+1. In turn, a main source for the difference

in force and/or moment exerted on link 1+1 by link i

resulted from the difference of input joint accelera-

tion between adjacent sampling periods, which is deter-

mined by an interpolation method. A better method of

interpolation, which could serve to reduce this differ-

ence, would yield better results.
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